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Probably With Administrative Headquarters at Gallup
OHDSRTO GIVE THE NAVAJO INDIANS A GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE WITHOUT HAVING TO REFER EVERYTHING
TO WASHINGTON, SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR ALDERT D. FALL HAS RECOMMENDED THE APPOINTMENT OF A COMMISSIONER Foil THE SIXTH DISTRICTTHE GALLUP HERALD HAS INVITED MR. HAGERMAN TO ESTABLISH ADMINISTRATIVE
HEADQUARTERS AT GALLUP, THE MARKET PLACE AND HEART OF THE NAVAJO INDIAN RESERVATION.
IT4

WASHINGTON, D. C, Feb. 8. Herbert J. Hagerman, of
Roswell, former territorial governor of New Mexico, has been
appointed commissioner to the Navajo Indian tribe, it is said
here upon reliable authority. It is known that President Harding, acting upon recommendation of Secretary Fall of the interior department, has made the appointment, but no announcement has been made. The appointment is under authority of
and pursuant to the treaty of 1868. It is the first time in more
to the Navajos has been
than half century that a commissioner
'"
appointed.
A part of Commissioner Hagerman 's duties will be to organize a tribal council of all the Indian clans, looking to the future development of all tribal lands. He will have general
supervision of Navajo affairs, reporting to the secretary of the
interior and the commissioner of Indian affairs. His temporary headquarters will be in Santa Fe.
The Navajos are the largest tribe in the United States.
Their reservation is in western New Mexico and eastern

JUDGE SCIIAUER

STATE BAKXS1N
NEW MEXICO ON
A SOUND BASIS
29 THEY HELD AN
ACTUAL RESERVE OF
ON DEPOSIT WITH
OTHER INSTITUTIONS

ON DEC.

$2,-590,9- 29

That

SANTA FE, Feb..
the state banks in New Mexico
have "been doing their best to
keep in a safe and sound condi
tion during the past year" was
declared by State Bank Exam
iner James B. Bead today, com
menting on the report of condition of banks as of December
29, 1922. On this date the
banks held an actual reserve
of $2,590,929 on deposit with
other banks, and 8608,000 in
their vaults while the reserve
requirement was only $1,412,- 576, with $353,144 in vaults.
Since the last call on September 15 last, loans and discounts
have decreased $359,765, and
deposits have increased by
5.

BOOTLEGGERS

COMUES TO
AND

ENRICH

STICK

TREASURY

A NUMBER OF VOLSTEAD VIOLATORS
HAULED UP BEFORE A COURT OF
JUSTICE AND MADE TO HELP DEFRAY EXPENSES OF RUNNING OUR
GOVERNMENT ENFORCEMENT
FICERS DOING GOOD WORK
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SIXTH LEGISLATURE
TASK IF TAXES
HINKLE'S
OUT.

TO BE

.

'
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WEE K JUDGE

NEW STORE OPENS

Palmer Ketner has opend a "Cash
and Service Store" and will sell for
cash. The place is next to the Carman Grocery and Mr. Ketner is one
of our old stand-b- y merchants, having
served the people of Gallup many long
years in the grocery business. See
the t advertisement in this issue for
bargains on opening day, Monday,
v
t.
February lz.
.

;;
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RUIN NEAR AZTEC IS
ESTABLISHED AS A
NATIONAL MONUMENT
WASHINGTON, " Feb. 5. The
Aztec ruin, near the town of Altec,
N. M., donated to the government
by the American Muieum of Natural History, is established as a
national monument under a proclamation just issued by President
- ...
'y ' y t .
Harding.
The ruin, one of the well known
Pueblo type, is a large
structure of approximately 600
rooms, it was said, with the entire
first story standing1 and many of
the second story rooms also intact
The ceilings are supported by large
beams, cut and dressed with stone
tools, while the walls are of sand
stone with dressed faces, and at
examples of
maaoary
said to take high rank.
Excavations of the ruma have
Ic jh carried out during th last five
year by the American museum -

we

pre-histo-

.

more bills have been introduc
ed for increasing expenditures
and several for actually. reduc
ing the income of the state by
large amounts. In this connec
the Taxpeyers' Associa
tion,
next congress, saying that "if tion calls
special attention to
the senator from Massachusetts the numerous
road bills
wants to be leader in the next which continuespecial
to
daily
appear
congress I know of no reason in the House. House Bill No.
why he shouldn't be, and I am 29 will
$50,000.00 a year
for him." He added that the for two add
to the burden of
years
Republican party would pre taxpayers in Colfax, Harding
sent a united front in 1924 and and Mora counties. House Bill
stand on the administration's No. 64 will add
$3,000.00 anrecord in congress and in the
for four years to taxes
nually
executive departments.;
.
levied in Curry county. House
r Significance was attached to Bill No. 78 will add $25,000.00
Watson's statement because of annually for two years in Curry
mention which, has been made and Quay counties. HouscBill
of him as a possible presiden No. 52 ' will add $12,000.00 a
tial candidate next year and be year m Guadalupe County.
cause of his prominence in the House Bill No. 94 will add $25,-00- 0
administration leadership, and
annually for two years in
his close personal and political Quay and Mora counties.
President House Bill No. 103 will add
connection " with
$20,500 annually for two years
Harding.
in Harding and Union counties.
Bird of Winfield, Kansas, did These six bills alone, if enndt, arrive that day. And Mr. acted into law, would add anHare may have had cause to be nually to the burden of the taxglad to note that II. L. Fox of payers in the counties involvAlbuquerque was not in the ed the Bum of $183,500 a year
lobby when he arrived. (We for two years, or a total of
hasten to explain that this is a 1 278,CC3 for the tiennium piss
,
U,Cv0 fcr the twe-yeptrfci
joke.)"'

HOLLO
The Indiana senator also
MAN WISHES TO MAKE
his support for Senapromised
CLEAN SWEEP OF ALL tor
Lodge of Massachusetts, the
CASES.
Republican leader in the sen
Some of the more important cases ate, for that position in the

to be cleared from the docket this
week were: Noble vs. McKinley Land
and Lumber Co., Noble winning the
case and given $1,832.75. The Navajo Indians charged with cattle stealing from the Tom Talley ranch, one
plead guilty and one discharged. The

sentence of the court for the guilty
one was from one year to eighteen
months in the state penitentiary. Attorney H. C: Denny was appointed by
the court to defend the Indians. Morris vs. Otis, resulted in decision for
Morris, allowing him $125 for an injured eye. Motion for new trial was
asked by attorneys for Morris. Both
State
parties live at Farmington.
vs. Messenger, charged with the robbery of T. Younis' store, resulted in
an instructed verdict to release Mes"" '
senger..
Attorneys John Sims. C. W. Dob- son, Francis E. Wood and John Yen-- 1
able of Albuquerque, were in attend'
ance at this week's court.

HARE, FOX AND

BIRD AND WURM

Dug out by the Root in Albuquerque Journal: d ;; I
"The Combs hotel entertained on Saturday R. II. Hsre of
iata College and P. W, Wuna
cf Gallio. It my have ben

fortuaata for Ucm &xt R. B.

;
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of

the distressed

taxpayers.
With assessable values decreasing at the rate of 10 per cent a
year, and with tax delinquencies constantly increasinp;. is it
not a time to "declare a moratorium" as to tax levies and expenditures for new enterprises? The Taypayers' Association hopes for the sake of the
livestock growers, the farmers,
the business men and home
owners of New Mexico, that the
s'
legislature will afford a
respite from tax increases, which render their industry futile and extinguish
their margin of profits and
two-year-

savings.
FISCHER

DEPOSITS

SHOW

HUGE INCREASE
AMOUNT ON JUNE 30, 1922,

WAS $18,087,493,000,
eswx Avn
1DAIIT
UU 1
91,3UU,UUU,UUU
l0
THAN

MORE
YEAR

PREVIOUS

CHICAGO, Feb. 3.

Judge John Schauer's docket contin we are gone. These facts can not be
ues to be about the most interesting disputed no argument about it.
document in Gallup. For some weeks The bootlegging situation in Gallup
past The Gallup Herald has made it and vicinity is far better than a year
a point to take a look at Judge John ago, far better than just a few months
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION AT DAWSON COAL
Schalier's docket, and by giving the ago, and to Judge Schauer belongs
public the news fresh from the pages the credit of doing more than any one
of Judge Schauer's docket we have else to
about this bettered conUUUJJBfcU
1ZZ
HE
shown that the Judge is on the right dition. Dnng
.
'
v - track if bootlegging is to be overW. R. Jennings
McDermott,
Henry
come. This week, and again, we are
and C. C. Poe are the ones who have
able to print some interesting news braved
DAWSON. N. Mm Feb. 8.- -A ter
the way, taking their lives in
dofro mthe Judge's docket, and in
rific explosion that rocked the workso are supporting our claim that their own hands and going, after booting1 of the
Number
coal
mine
of
SIX HUNDRED
ings
leggers and bringing them in. They
bootlegging can be abolished, and that are
Phelps-Dodg- e
Corporation here today
not
With public senJudge Schauer is following out a way timent onpoliticians.
entombed 122 miners working inside.
their side, and with the law
abolish
to
one
of
the
crimes
greatest
bodies
had
two
hour
At a late
in their favor, they overlook the wail
tonight
GALLONS OF
known to. present day civilization.
been recovered and a statement given
of the bootleggers and the criticisms
ComVolstead
is
The
of
Act
a
the
the
Press
Associated
to the.
by
part
of
friends and are bringConstitution of the United States. ingbootleggers'
,
about good results.
pany declared, "We don't know whethWINE
II07.IE
The
United
alive
Constitution
of
the
or
in
mine
States
are
the
er the men
The following was taken from
'
amounts
from
due
is
the
law
document
and
...
of
not"
supreme
$96,000;
other banks have increased order. beWithout our Constitution we Judge Schauer's docket for this week:
at 2:30 HAULED
The explosion occurred
McDER-MOTBY
IN
would
lost no law, no order, no John Vidivich, 30 days in jail.
o'clock this afternoon and tore away
and coin and curAs long as any part of our
Frank Pecharich, $100 and costs.
nothing.
JENNINGS AND $394,111.72
all of the heavy concrete work at the
rency $63,904.75. During the Constitution is allowed to be violated Barney Odio, $150 and costs.
mouth of the main entry. Within a
POE THE BIGGEST CAP year, loans nave been decreas- just so long, we are in danger of goJim Chicharelli, 90 days in jail.
short time after the blast, rescue
TURE YET RECORDED IN ed a total of $466,000, redis- ing on the rocks. People who wilfully Fiori Ferreri $250 and costs.
workers nad cleared the debris from
our Constitution or any part Tony Grenko, $100 and costs.
counts and bills payable $728,-84- 2, violate
the mouth of the mine and a rescue
NEW MEXICO.
of it are aiding in the ultimate overJohn
$100 and costs.
W.
D.
led
Brennan,
general
crew,
by
and deposits have shown throw of our Government. Create John Lionisia,
$100 and costs.
Plese,
entered.
The
the
of.
crowd
mine,
week
a great
manager
, One day this
a big gain. Total resources of disrespect for our organic laws and Mat Kezle, $100 and costs.
imprisoned miners are believed to be was noticed about the county jail.
about 5,000 feet from the portal of Many citizens thought that a bandit the banks are nearly 23 milthe mine.
T ; :' had been captured, or that Joe Wig- lions.
NEW MEXICO TAX PAYERS ASSOCIATION
explosion did not wreck the gins had been brought in'o Upon inmine fan and ventilation soon was vestigation we found that McDermott,
'
.. Jennings and Poe had broujght in WATSON SAYS
established.
ISSUES A VERY TIMELY WARNING
barrels of home-mad- e
wine, or
of
cause
the
The
explosion is a eight
about 400 gallons, rour otner oar- IIARDIKG WILL
weUlwls were destroyed, making, 600 sal
declared the , mine
ZJLvua A
lion? for today's work.
.
Some tried to make themselves be
HAS TREMENDOUS
'
The explosion was the second in lieve that the wine was of good qualfI T"jPhelps-Dodge
property here, a sim-- i ity, but investigation showed that it
ARE
REDUCA J "at accident in mine Number 2, wip- - was "dead wine," or a better name
lives
263
in
out
193.
ing
would be to call it "slop". It. was
CUTS CARRIED
ED, OR
INDIANA
SENATOR DEWhile company workers who vol- poured out.
conwere
rescue
unteered for
i
Two or three parties were mixed
duty
CLARES INCUMBENT
tinuing their efforts tonight, the up in the charges as to who owned
UNANI-MOSL- Y
BE
CHOSEN
WILL
of
Mines
United States Bureau
starV the wine, and several arrests wen,
SANTA FE, N. M., Feb. 6.
ed a rescue car here from, Hanna, made.
following.
BY THE REPUBLIsaecond
car sent by the
Wyo., and
Under all but one of these
subThe
has
been
following
IN
CANS
1924
,
Colorado Fuel and Iron company was
it is proposed to anticipate
acts,
TaxMexico
New
mitted
DISTRICT COURT
on the way from Trinidad
by the
revenues
the
by issunig certifi"
Feb. 5.
WASHINGTON,
Men's Families Weep
Association, and Co- cates of indebtedness
' a payers'
involving
be
President
will
Almost before the reverberation
Harding
ntains much food for thought:
CLEARING THE
interest payments to a possible
in
from the explosion had ended, scores
candidate for
The Sixth Legislature of New aggregate of $23,000 to be paid
of womerr and children, members of
1924 arid will be nominated unthe families of the miners,, ran to the
now in session, has a out of the proceeds of the conMexico,
COUNTY DOCKET animously by the Republican tremendous
mouth of the property. Weeping for
task before it in templated levies.
Inof
Watson
Senator
party,
their loved ones, inside, they pressed
the
problem of keeping If there is to be any material
in the Repub- - solving
forward about the cordon of guards
THE diana, prominent
formed in front of the mouth of the JOHN W. CHAPMAN,
public expenditures withm the reduction in tax levies, all actThe guards kept them back
mine.
NEW ASSISTANT
income, aome meas ivities of state and local departPJ 5- - the senate today during a de public
'so that the work of the rescue parties
been introduced ments must restrict their oper
have
ures
KEPT
TRICT
ATTORNEY,
over
bate with Democrats
would not be hampered.
poli'
BUSY MOST OF THE tical questions. ;
reductions, but ation to conform to the abilities
making
slight
;v
:
i.
,,r
u
6"

Willi

POSTAL SAVINGS

CAVANAUGM

Wednesday, February 7, Mrs. Bernard Mullen of Winslow, Arizona,
announced the marriage of her sister, Miss Annie Cavanaugh to Mr.
Francis J. Fischer of Gallup. For the
happy occasion finely engraved announcements were issued from the engraving department of The Gallup
''.
Herald.
Mr. Fischer is with the adminis
trative department of. the construe,
tion work now being done in double
tracking of the Santa Fe through
Gallup, with headquarters at Gallup.
The bride comes from one of our
best families, and The Gallup Barak)
extends congratulations' aid bait
;
wfcbsa.
;
, . .

Savings

deposits in the United States '
increased by about $1,500,000,- 000 in 1922, as compared with
1921, according to preliminary
figures tabulated by the Sav- ings Bank division of the Am- erican Bankers' association and
announced here through dis-- i
trict headquarters.
The figures show that com- -'
pared to reported savings deposits on June 30, 1921, of $16,- - 1
618,695,000, the amount for
the corresponding date in 1922 :
was $18,087,493,000.
The' number of savings ac- - .
counts indicated by the partial
data in hand was 28,957,526
on June 30, 1922, as compared ;
;

i

'

j

to 26,637,831

the corres-

on

ponding date in 1921, a gain of
2,314,695. For both the a-mount of savings and the num- ber of depositors, later data of
states from which complete re- turns have not yet been receiv- ed are expected to show larger
gains for 1922.
According to this report-schoo- l
savings systems reported
deposits of $5,500,000 during
the last school year, and
of 40 per cent over 1921
and 100 per cent over 1920.
The number of school systems
also increased by over 100 per
cent during the last school year
and the number of pupils re- ported as participating was
a growth of 50 per
cent over the previous school
'

!

i

se

year.-

'

;

.

The data collected by the
Savings Bank division indicates
that life insurance, not includ- -

'

mg beneficial societies or the
government bureau, now carri-- ,' !
ed on American lives totals
more than $50,000,000,00.
on new business during
the year ending November 1,:
1922 amounted to $225,980,000
The total premiums, including,';
the payments on annuities, paid'
during the year amounted to
more than $1,500,000,000. The
amount of new life insurance
purchased during the year
1922 was $9,300,000,000, an
increase of $600,000,000 or 7
per cent over 1921.
'

Pre-miu-
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!
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BILL PROVIDING FOR
APPRAISAL OF INDIAN
LANDS IS ADOPTED

WASHINGTON, Feb. 3.
Appraisal of Indian tribal lands
by the secretary of the interior,
so that competent' individual
Indians may be released from'
government control and given ;
their pro rata share of the pro- perty, would be authorized
under an omnibus Indian bill
passed today by the house. The
five civilized tribes and the Os-age Indians would not be affected under the measure
which now goes to the senate.
The bill also provides for li- beralizing the payments made
to the Osage Indians who had
rich oil holdings in Oklahoma
and authorizes the use of $50,- 000 of the funds of the Chippa- i
was of Minnesota to relieve
tress among certain cf .tkcSfi
-
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York vi:lted in Gallup and vicinity 'First round of Tie Leather Push-- 1
lest week, Leo Leaden piloting the ers" at toe Max ineatre tus
sundayi
to several places ox interest in
t is section. Mr. Haliock visited the night
Canyon Do CheUey and other places
taking photos with a new process
wins ovxn
machine that pictures the scenery in
natural colon. Mr. Haliock is working in the interest of "See Ameica
First,'' end is making the trip along
the Old Santa Fe TraiL At Hubbell's
store at Ganado, also at Coxy Mc-- S
pa iron's place at Chin Lee, he found
real western hospitality, and was so
much pleased that he told Leo Leaden
that he would return to Gallup next
summer. Leo says that Mr. Halock
was carried away with what he saw.

ri

J. B. Circle

J
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I
WANT local salespeople for new and surprie-b- f
household article.
Large immediate Profits
permanent position. If you can represent me exclusively1, I
WILL MAKE YOU AN
OFFER NEVER

EARLE

first requisite ia the Ufa of
THE youthful.
Is to know his or
her nuturai, talent so that it may be
intelligently developed and turned to
profitable account
Find the hole in which your peg
fits without gabbling and keep it
there. Do not move from pillar to
post in quest of another, and you
will eujoy more of what makes me
valuable, glad as the years swing by
that you have .held firmly to your
original Intention.
Moat of the failures in this work- world an due to Inefficiency,
caused generally by shifting from one
station to another and the woeful lack
of fixed effort Jn the pursuit of a

to tales,

n

s

'
.

,

Fr-

I

-

I

(

-

cape.,

If you have a talent for painting,
that you produce pictures of
beautiful themes and attractive col
ors; if your hand ls deft in the use
of tools, clasp the ssw and the ham'
raer and resolve that no one shall
see

Calvin Will, nineteen-year-olWash
ington district clerk, and his bride,
back in the capital after an elopement and arrest ltf Cincinnati by an
Irate millionaire father. The young
couple are living with the groom's
pa rent a She says she passed up a
million dollars for him, and he went
to Jail for her and they say they "will
'. ,
always lori.
d

SELFRIDGE

531 Atlantic Avenue
Boston 9, Mass.

difficulties
You cannot overcome
nor rise above the common level by
lounging around in Idleness, bemoanlng your lot and envying the pros
perous men snd women climbing to
wards the
Whether you have one talent or
Ave talents, there is but one medium
through which you can achieve, and
that ls by hard, continuous work,
holding steadfastly to your course
and refusing to yield to discourage
-

hill-top- s.

371

i

I

excel you.

.

xLfXJi

.

s

jaws of destruction or hurl it high
and dry on the scowling rocks from
which there ls no likelihood of

returns.

M.

View In IfemeL the city under rule
of the League of Nations, which was
occupied oy Lithuanian Irregulars Uv- lng in the Uemel sone. Above at rlgbt
are some of the French soldiers wbo

''

"You ean never find the port yon
hope to reach if you persist in sail
ing your ship without compass and
rudder. The tides and the winds will
toss your precious craft into the open

people. Write at once
for particulars. Tell me
all about yourselves. I
want some one who is
not afraid of work for
big CASH

talent

definite course.

EE-FO-

MADE

know your

lation in general. In addition to the popularity among bur good people
WOMAN'S CLUB HELD '
program, there was a short has proven a great asset
INTERESTING SESSION regular
paper on MacDowell by Mrs. L. A. Speaking of his work, Mr. Griego
Stark, and illustrated by two beauti- said: "I am not counting hours, but
MacDow-

of the fully rendered selections of

often put in sixteen hours per day,
with every minute watching every deis tail and item of the store's business,'
next meeting of the to the end that this store will give abtertained by a splendid legislative planned for the 21.
solute satisfactory
service, and at
program, under tne efficient airec-tio- n Club, February
same time to see that every item of
of Mrs. Lillian Wilson of Shaft
ment,
No. 6. Col. A. H. Carter of The Gallup THE BANNER DRUG
unnecessary expense be cut off."
There ls in every person's life the Herald was invited to talk and
de
STORE MANAGEMENT his Oscar Griego is making good with
crucial moment of choosing a per livered a most interesting speech on
management of the Banner Drug
manent vocation, and when that Is the benefits of women in politics
and we are glad of it. Oscar
Store,
is
in
man
the
the
That
right is a self-maovercome, there remains nothing else from a ooint of legislative benefits.
right
man, and self-masaid
Oscar
of
becan
be
truthfully
to do but to drive straight ahead, de Mr. Carter seems to be a staunch
place
men rarely ever fail at any laudable
Banner
of
as
the,
manager
termined to win an honorable desti liever in the ultimate good of women Griego,
in politics, at least if one is to Judge Drug Store. For some time past our undertaking.
nation,
called
to the ever
been
excellent talk on legislation attention has
To the men and women who are from his
as a sort of boomerang, benefitting increasing trade of that store, and
No better attraction ever 'screened
predisposed to loafing, given to stop- women and being benefitted by them. that the service as given under Mr.
Pushers." The Rex
ping by the wayside to gather wild Mr. Carter was followed by a moat Griego's management is gaining in ap- than "The Leather
Theatre has secured another series
flowers when they should be tramp excellent paper on the present Indian: preciation by Gallup and vicinity.
Mrs. Griego is now giving her time of this great picture, commencing
ing resolutely upon the highway, this crisis, prepared by Mrs. Anna Boyd.
this Sunday night. See the
to
concluded
Mrs.
Wilson
the
then
assisting her husband in serving again round.
proforms
an
agreeable subject
scarcely
.
,
gram by a whimsical survey on legis at the Banner Drug Store, and her first
for meditation.

department stores

At the

February meeting
Woman's Club, members and visitors ell by Miss Myrtle Taylor.
Another entertaining program
were pleasantly and beneficially en

de

de

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

CBS

But these, as you may have already
guessed, are they who have hidden
their talent in a napkin and been
crowded from the ranks of the successful, because of their own fickle
ness.

We buy for 371 Stores; not for one or half dozen
stores. Naturally, we buy large quantities of merchandise and enjoy every price advantage and are
given the choice of grades. Hence you get more in
quality and pay less for it.

.

1111, bjr McClar

'

'

i

Newspaper Syndicate.)

,

MESSENGERS

J. C. Penny Co. Suits
of Quality for Men

Colors,

.n ,

all are

patterns, models, fabrics

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
SOMEONE has said . that thoughti

fac- -

..

tors in the assurance that your new "Spring Suit
will be pleasing, but a still greater
factor is the workmanship. It is
chiefly in this respect that J. C.
Penney Co. clothing excels.
.

0

live each day with open heart
thought shall come
Across the miles we are apart,
It shall not find you dumb.
0 live each day with open door,
Your heart's door open wid- eSome thought of mine ls speeding o'e
The valleys that divide:
So, when my

Wear-resisti-

All Wool Suite
In a Stylishly Conservative New
Spring, Single Breasted,

-

Model

It bears a message all aglow, "
The message old and young.
The message men and maidens know
In every land and tongue;
It sweeps across the azure skies,
It darts across the dome,
And home to your heart It flies,
Because your; heart ls Home.

Finished and unfinshed worsteds in
browns, gray mixtures and fancy dark
mixtures. Unsurpassed values at

$19.75
$24.75
$29.75

.

Packages of 6
Why dull blades when
new ones may be had, 6

,

43c

$3.49
1

t,

.

i

i'

i

.v

lilD:3G

We are Overstocked with Shoes and Must Reduce these Stocks,
and we are Giving You the Benefit of the Cut in Cost. We must
Turn our Winter Stock and put in our Summer Supply. Our Prices
are Low Because we do not Carry' our Stock Over to the Next
Season.

Sale Starts Saturday, February 10th and
Continues until Stock is Sold

,

X

5

Colors: Dark

Brown, Silver Grey
and Cocoa. .

Ml

ia Eveny

o;:ceis;ol'GII

Good Quality

oPo

MMGrade

'

Boys, Hosiery

Sporty, knockabout
Soft
college style.
and crushable, light
weight.; Surely popular. Lined with solid
silk changeable Mes-- .
saline.

.

And may my bird, so fond, so fleet,
Upon its happy quest,
'
As it files east another meet,
A pigeon flying west;
And, as they hall upon the blue,
Oh, may that pigeon be
A thought of yours, a thought as true.
A thought that files to met
(9 by MoClure Mewepaper Srndlette.)

Gillette Blades
'.

,

.;

exacting requirements of our own specifications.
service is assured.

A Young Man's Hat

.

And pinions all
I toss a thought upon the air,
As pigeon owners do
"No matter when, no matter where,
It hurries home to you I

garment in this group is carefully
' cutEvery
and finished in accordance with the

"THE BYWORD"

things

I know each thought of mine.
Is like a bird' with living wings

'

Heavy ribbed; ' reinforced
heels and toes.K Per pair,

23c

i
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JOSEPH N. bATlTCfil, PklO?
a
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NEED MORE

LOVE

A

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

BAPTIST CHUHCH

Tf

22

.

AND

1

TELL US YOUR

SHOE TROUBLES

SHOE REPAIRING
SHOE MEf$lft6"
BY EXPERT WORKMEN

We Do Automobile ;
Curtain Repair Work
All Work Guaranteed

r

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHtiP
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

The Book

Pastor

METHODIST CHURCH
'

P.'

M.

,. "'!.,

,

:

:'.

standing, too.
We refer to one of

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

,

SPIRIT
V.,.Nits NaldiT who has won fame with
bar Italian beauty In numerous prominent pictures, was born In Florence,
Italy, and was educated In England.
8he came to. America shortly before
this country went Into the wsr. the
promises to continue prominent among
the "movie" stars of this country, j
o

"

J.

our bank books which show? regular1 entries. Come in today and start yours
'
;
your book of smiles.
I;
;

G. Dowie

0

CHURCH IN CHRIST

1

' (Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK. Miniate

Worship ii Preparation for

"

McKinley County

Service

THE OLD BANK"

BOYS

.

business

you

A hearty welcome awaits yon.

Rev. A.

al-

ways brings, happy, contented smiles to
its possessor. ;
It PAYS YOU to
own one of these
books. And it gives

OAK
M.
A.vn IVMIUUIIi
WWI D UUI1IO, AUU
Foch Avenue, third house from east
end or Maloney Avenue, North Side.
BiDle school, :45 A. M.
Morning Worship, 11 A. M.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 P. M.
Evening worship, 7:30 P. M.
Midweek Bible Study. Praver Ser.
vice and Choir practice, Thursday, 7

f

Smiles!

of

IT is not' a joke book, but one that

John Witt Hendrix, ' Pastor

'

PHONE .N0;-- ;'.

a CLARK.

REV. V.

;THBHB .were more love in the
werid there would be leas danger of
wai or tverr una.".' t ;
?
international, dlfflcultlee could be
folded If til men loved God sad fol
lowed His teaching. Industrial strife
also would answer Hi death knell If
every employer and employee followed
,v
tne golden rule, f
The principal of the ' school. Peter
HtnaicRe, declares:
Love of neighbor spreads ita' influ
ence over national boundaries.
Love of God towers above all dlf-ferences between peoplea."
; , ,
If one believes these assertions as
we hope every. one will la he not
bound to admit that the churches' are
devoting 'too jppch time to current
wondly problems , and, , too little , to
' .
teaching men to love. 1:1 '"
bet. all .who .love God and HIa
churches, remember that "the work of
the minister If to declare the rosnel
of the Grace of God. that men may be
saved and built fut In. holy charac
ter.".
Shakespeare, In asking the question,
'What's in a name?" did millions a fa
vor becanse he fought that it's not who
man Is, but what.- he does which;
,'
counts. (.tor. th WhMler Syndicate, In.)
O

minute. These are some of the heart, a conscience tzi a it:a
mechanical features that makes cind. A heart thit b cyr?-thet- ic
and generally' kind to
a boy go, and he doesn't peed
-dumb animals,' a conscience
winding up neither.
In addition to these he has a
(Continued on Page Eight)

-
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Mr. Sara E. Woods was in
vited to read a paper on "Boys"

'Iflliat s in a Name?w

:

Br MILDRED

before the Worth While Service at Congregational church
Facto ahout gout nomas
hhtory;
flTHow to Read Your
for last Sunday night, and the
intoning; whine it teat dtrietd:
II Characteristics
is a copy of the pa
LIAMn and
following
tlgntfitamt; your luckj day
ARE THE CROWNING PIECE OF
TemUncieathe
as
read
by Mr. Woods, pub
per
and
lud& JaMl
Capabilitiet or Weak- lished by request:
MILADY'S COSTUME
neaaea That Make forSucceaa or
Mr. Stark has asked me to
Failure as Shown in Your Palaa
When
the
Proper HAT is worn she has that
appearance
CYNTHIA
give a short talk to the boys.
Jn Our Stock Are HATS SUITABLE FOR EVERY OCCASION
You have all heard the quota
COME IN It Is Our Pleasure To Show Our Hats
MONEY IN THE HAND
GREEK mythological origin Is tion, "Fools rush in where anPRICES REASONABLE
gels fear to tread." As there
Will continue to carry a full line of
e
articles
Inine names.
Originally it was the is no evidence
JtfEXT to love and marriage,
of sprouting
to Artemis, or Diana, the
interests the human race, title
and
HEMSTITCHING
PICOTING
moon goddess, since she and her wings on my anatomy, wou will
taken as a whole, so much as the sub
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN STRICT ATTENTION
have very little trouble in class
brother
of
the acquisition of wealth. One
Apollo, the sun god, are
ject
me.
sane
sensible
of the most common questions asked fabled to have been born upon Mount ifying
Any
SUMMERS MILLINERY
man would hesitate before
ot a palmist is this :
Cynthus in Delos.
Milton
to
a
"Does
or
term
make
hand
talk
the
to,
show whether I shall
employs
my
frequently; agreeing
' Back-Breakinbecome rich or not?"
g
While Cynthia checks her dragon yoke, at a crowd of boys like we have
Of course, It must be understood Bently o'er the accuatomed oak.
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000009
here tonight.
that palmistry does not claim to be
I
to
have
However
promised
Since Diana or Cynthia was the
Washing
an exact science, foretelling the future
Greek mythology, make the attempt, and if this
of
virgin
and
goddess
the
and
reading
past
with
present
Is no longer necessary The
absolute accuracy, We may examine England's
virgin queen, Elizabeth, talk does not meet with the ap
finest work at a very modthe hands of men and women who was often alluded to as Cynthia in proval of the young ladies and
must
have Inherited or acquired wealth, and the literature of her time. The name old folks present: they
erate cost we now offer in
AND
In Great remember that this
was therefore-verAnd therein. In all or
is
popular
all
affair
of
nearly
our modern laundry.
But that does Britain, but its real vogue flln Amen
them, certain signs.
just between us boys, and they
not mean Infallibly that the same lea, where it has had prominence.
not count.
do
Clothes clean and sweet
musical
The
the
of
name,
quality
signs In other hands show the acquis!
The
first thing of importance
with no more trouble than
combined
with its poetic origin, has
tlon or possession of wealth.
are starting on a sub
when
you
made
It
the
A
among
always
across
line
popular
delivsecond
for
the
deep
our
phatelephoning
lanx of the thumb means money ac- arts. One of the loveliest pictures of ject is to know what you are
OR HAM- -' AN
ery wagon. Try us with
Then in this
A star on the the art world Is called "Cynthia" and talking about.
quired by marriage.
,
this week's wash.
same part of the thumb, in a woman's personifies the goddess of the night case what is a boy?
as a strikingly beautiful woman veiled
A teacher once asked a boy,
hand, means the same thing.
Or Anything Served By Any
In mysterious shadowy draperies.
is a horse? He replied,
what
The hyacinth, which breathes forth a horse is a animal
GALLUP STEAM
FIRST-CLAS- S
RESTAURANT
having four
Mrs. H. I. Marshall and children. Its greatest
fragrance at night, is corners, one corner tor eacn
Christine and Howard, have returned Cynthia's
flower.
But the relation
nome from Ventura, Cal, where Mrs.
leg, a head and a tail, one on
LAUNDRY
Marshall went some months ago to ship of the flower and the name Is each end. A
Special Chicken Dinner ...Every Sunday
boy is a great
more
even
and
closely
romantically'
be with her children in school at that
more
than
deal
complicated
place. The children have been placed expressed Jn the legend of the hyaPHONE 166
in scnooi at uauup and now H. 1. wiU cinth's origin ; the flower sprang that. He is composed of many
stop irying nis own steak and wash- from the blood of Hyaclnthus, a corners and angles, a pair of
beautiful youth, beloved by Apollo, active
ing dishes.
legs tied to two of them.
and killed by the latter through an a
of arms and hands fast
Try Our Daily Merchants Lunch
pair
unlucky throw of the discus; It bears ened to two
a
a
and
more,
head,
upon each petal the letters "Ai," the
Dinner and Supper
calls it his bean, sticking
Greek exclamation of grief. Emerson boy
keen
out
of
A
of
the
top.
pair
i:
speaks of, .s,;;
eyes, that see more than we
The hyaclnthine boy, lor whom'
Morn well might break and April bloom. would like to have them some
It Is fitting therefore, that Cynthia times, a pair of sharp ears that
should have, the hyacinth, of jacinth hear more than we sometimes
for her talismanic Jewel.
But the could wish for, a pair of nostrils
maid who bears the name is more that are strong on the scent,
THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST
than ordinarily fortunate,. for she has always guiding him to mother's
another lucky gem, the moonstone. cake box, and a tongue that
The deep blue hyacinth protects her is
sometimes too sharp, and at 3(X?0000O000000000O0000000000O000Oe)0000O00000O000O00C
froiri danger of accident or disease,
it wags when it should be
times
while the moonstone with its milky
still.
These are the outward
opalescence promises her true love
and the power to read the future In features of what he calls his
relation to love, if she places the mug.
ine rest ot.tne.boy is
A. J. McMahon, Prop.
stone In her mouth when the moon composed 01 activity,
energy
Is full. Sunday Is her lucky day and and a
prodigious appetite. Who
Thm Standard of
S her talismanic number.
Comparison
ever heard of a healthy boy
"The World Moves, So Do We"
(
by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
that was not always hungry?
o
All this machinery is operQUICK SERVICE
ated by a little mechanism in
the top of his head called the
A LINE 0 CHEER
The brain of an ordinbrain.
--:-:- Buick reputation for anticipating your ideas of
is very active, often
ary
boy
comfort for all weathers, performance and
By JOHN KENDRICK BANGS
making 1800 revolutions per
utility, with models of advanced desigi is
strikingly upheld in Buick open modeb.
A RESOLVE

your

MARSHALL
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;

hand-mad-
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BACON
EGGS
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THE WHITE CAFE
GALLUP TRANSFER

:

,

'

Unusual Winter Comfort

;

Phone 42

s

Bmination shows how the thoujhtftd

etp
plication of simple, practical methods ofsealing

day will I be old
unto Youth I'm cold,
And aklea In aunllfht clear
My spirit fall to cheer. .1
When there, shall come a morn
When In the day reborn
I truly fall to eee
The Joys it holds for me,
Then will I turn the pae
That uahera me to Age,
Admitting the aad truth
That gone Indeed Is Touth
But until then WIU I
,
The loaa ot It deny.
(0 by MoClure Newapaper Syndteate.)

THAT

curtain and windshield joints against wind,
cold and rain has resulted in a welcome degree
of winter and early spring comfort you never
thought possible for an open car.
Fours
2 Pate. Roadeter $864
5 Pan. Touring
SIS
3 Pan. Coupe
1175
9 Pau. Sedan
1395

S

Pan.

Touring-Seda-

1315

Sixes
2 Paw. Roadeter $1173
S, Pen. Touring
1195
S Pan, Touring
Bedan
ISM
5 Pan. Sedan
19SS
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TRADE WITH THE

e
AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

EeMpw Euich Co.
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Phone C4

Prompt Delivery
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EmHMW
Morning, tun pqaang.

To

3.

to

f.

L"s.
tie koca ofW
tvtzi atuniff
d'rcta

in

U

tT.vil

of Lisa rTsnces Erans, the cUinnan
foetal CoBiHiiiUe.
.
PX8 of The Cburch
-School has semm ue
f
Marios
tw
OaUua.
splendid Americanization fiiaj "An
Clm UU atatt- -r to tha rot Offlat
Ljlaai
American in The UaUBg" ana win
.
i
BwiiMintitllW .
is
PA. .kA U finflav mnrnr t fl;iS. It
W. T, AMP CHICAGO.
CITY.
YORK
M.W
Am- ASSOCIATION.
AMERICAN FAtSS
a picture that every
'MgiLraRg OP NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
oe present.
ntea to SiinHnv
mnrniiiaf at the eleven
snd Assistant Editor
Niet
Business
Manager
A. B. CARTES,
"
Editor and Assistant Manager. nVWk nrphinr service Dr. Stark
GSOSGE A. BYUS,
will give the first of a series of five
w
a
I TITTY
Superintendent Mechanical Department sermons
on :
aitn." ine wve ud- be treateo on uve
wtu
which
jects
MMAintrive SiiTulav mnrninirs will be
J.
as follows: 1. "Faith in One's Self;"
2. "Faith in Others," S. "Faith in God,"
unrisi, o ine
With the announcement by the Department of tje Infer- 4. "Faith in ofJesus
FAith." In this time
that
Foundstions
of
Fail,
administration
Secretary
the
ior, under
of change and doubt this series should
Hairerman had been offered a Position, cornea the infor prove
of real interest and help. All
xor
me
are urged to oe present ior u uw
mation that Mr. Hagerman will be commissioner
U Rirfh District.
seriea..
XUUia
heads m.- - iTirA4U mktla' RattSh Sim- ZZl "i
th Aninion of
h
?
day night will feature the four reel
Affairs that a Commissionei ;wa needed ifor the Naya-.2- dram
a.The Cnstomery Two Weeks,"
tavo
hrtas
Whenever question.
theme involving two employees
a beautiful love story Interwoven. As
iuug
has been
. .reierrea vto wasningum,
Uaam MoKfitnrir:. Then.. too. the S6V- - Sunday is the day before Lincoln's
01 sucn qucsuuuo uuo
wiu preaco oa
to work in concerted action birthday, tne
pastor
.i fHi.n Airenta have neededT.ookinv
m
.
to imtrove the service Abratuun uncom.-Th-meet
i!
in tha Church
will
Indto brim about more hmraoniou. ictivitr mong the wver- - parlors iiliM
for work on Thursday after- -
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Every gateway
!rirtion Bate: One Year in Advance.
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HAGERMAN, COMMISSIONER

HERBERT

T.j.. "r

-

:Y.

,

us"

......i,kafif

d. ran ewium uvU ":.rt:
of the Indians, Commissioner
for the Navajos of this District,
pointment of a
xxaenuu u
Hon. iieroem w.
and tne
V, tt j. . KTAr Mst ka man. He is thorolV cap
nf Indiana, esoecially
e..j .ui, thA
wuuuuwu
xcinK
aoie.
.
m it.
Tir.Vai nf fVia amnnintmtfnt A Wise one.
headquarters of
Gallup being the convenient and natural
oe
the Navajo Reservation, uaiiup snouia
1V"ut5
the new Commissioner, accordingly The Gallup
directed a letter to Mr. Hagerman, inviting mm w
administrative headquarters.
With Commissioner Hagerman located at Gallup would
of Gallupmean it Kicai umi fv rViia rvUpA md besides making
it would mean
the capital of the Navajo Indian Reservation,
for supthat many hundreds of Indians would come to Gallup
here by the
attracted
to
other
being
now
places,
who
go
plies
fact of their Commissioner being located here.to With theseMr. Hagerview, our leading citizens should wnte
things in
.va.m M fAth rn a pnnvunipnri
unvus
base
bd
iraiiuu
or
market
for
as
a
to
either
place
Indians
visit,
the
place,.rfor
Com- i
frananrtinn.4
with
it.- their
i,0,
w
RllTITIlieH. Or KB UlC UtaVC IW W'w
-

.Tv;
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missioner.
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OVER A MILLION CIRCULATION
Witn last sunaay s issue 01 me uuivagu
was made that over one million copies
aminer, announcement
,
.i.
duarr ivViiii heat An v other Lnicaeo
thniisand. and only exceeded by one otner
f:rf.v,fl Motif Ynrlr American. The Chl-Cr.f..
TTij
and fViA New York American are
it u
the leading editorial writ-Hearst papers, and Arthur Brisbane,
'
.AVMwinrtTiTifv
An tii a fart, that tne
j
tt l
UaraiH and Kxaminer naa reacnea over one mmiuu
ss vu v
mh mi.
A?Af rnar Yna
miiri h miiu an
i.,h
7
5
and
cents,
at
selling TlAAMt v o nara orthus
papers
copy as aginst .competitive
, .
.1 avius
ii
..11.
- In
ma.
is
quality
showing that it
are
selling
and
competitive papers
cents the copy, while other
- at 5
and 1 cents, ana oeainu uie ncisi ff-- '
good many thousand.
to float with any pa- does not attempt
The Gallup Herald
or
Mrtf- .mr
. tt
Put ' Tint Inn
i.
i:4-.
usuov
,
ucr uriuteu uj
ago Tne lianup neram auvautcu
from 5 cents to 10 cents the copy, and since that time our news
"o
stand sales have increased.
.
-Mr. unsoane mus. oe rtKuir t 9
.
.
paper, and not the price.
&
.
1

.

m

1
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nivm
A food Sale will be held next weex
9Ath Tha Mnaral Duh- lie ia uived to sudIv their week-en- d
needs at this time.

C.i,l.i

Wednesday evening the Chamber
of Commerce will give a dinner with
Mr. Charles Winder of El Paso as the
Twin! sneaker an "CltV Beautllica
Saturday evening next the Woman's

Club will nresent Count Tolstoi in
public address.

a

r.t SnnHv' "Wnrth While" Ser
vice featured a big mass meeting for

Have you ever noticed that our references to .
Hart Schaffner & Jlsxz clothing; and to our
fine Hats ands Haberdashery, are distinctly
moderate? . t,
, , s
That isn't because of mpdesty it is just,
good merchandising.
An advertisement alone never rings the register. Promises don't make sales. Self praise
is never convincing.
You buy because the goods are better than ,
you anticipated. A price is not low unless you
expected to pay more.
We want'your satisfaction to reach its highest point after you buy to be based on performance rather than on promises.
We want your regard to grow from year to ,
year, and from purchase to purchase not to
recede on the ebb of disappointment.
We don't try to sell you we try to make you
'

,

t

dollars for the
fered
a prize of t five
.I
.
It
it oy
best paper on rimer, written
any boy in tne pansn. a large num.
exoectea.
tur nr cnnuatanin are
. 1
.
A
tne
Tbe reDruary social meeting 01 il
Woman's Circle was held at the home
of Mrs. T. C. Poison with Mrs. J. C.
Spears assisting. A music contest
was held, fortunes told. Mrs. Palmer
Ketner gave a splendid reading, and
Miss Mar sue snanxiin renaerea a
beautiful piao solo, receiving hearty
nnnlmiRp. Thirtv were nresent... At
time a delicious
the close of the social
lunch was served. '

We are sow showing the new
Stetwrn and Bostonian Ox-

fords for Spring.

.i--

Monday evening Rev. Stark showed
a two reel comedy motion picture before the Elks Lodge with his motion
picture machine. The film was furni
shed by Mr. uarreit 01 tne nex

Theatre.

Mrs. C. Ward is on the sick list this
week.
Mrs. Delia Swartz, who has been
dangerously ill, is much better.
Rev. Stark gave the benedication
at the Service Fridav evening at the
High School.
Employment was lound ior several
during the week and a complete out-

A'

ERECE & WYLI
210 COAL AVENUE
Hats, Haberdashery and
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

-

MR. BROSE ELECTED
'

--

-
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a customer.

METHODIST NOTES
fit of clothing was furnished for a GRAZING FEES REMAIN
sick man. Work can be furnished
SAME AqOTHfcK IiAK Do
twice a week for a woman who will
It
you go to Sunday school?
rnTTOTiFPOTf R. V. M.. Feb. 7.
do cleaning. Apply to the pastor.
is the life preserver of our modern
Forst
National
grazing
of
civilization. It is very, very rare that
Tuesday everting, Kev. ana Mrs. Adjustment
Stark were the guests of Mr. E. K. .L..nn. t AAmmarAtol value of rangea- an inmate of jail or prison has been
Disto
music
has been postponed, according
A
Errett at a radio party and
an attendent at Sunday school.
n. rmmi,
and addresses was heard from eight trict r orestor r .
low per cent of those so taught
very
in
the
distress
marof widespread
ever find their way into the criminal
widely seperated cities. What a
'
livestock industry. New schedules class. Remember the hour is 9:45 A.
velous age we are livnig in.
1925.
before
Elaborate "spring upening" aiarcn will not be effective
M.
The Forest Serivec, states Mr, Pool24th. Watch for further details.
There will be two periods of pubstabilizof
to
a policy
Church would er, is committed
lic worship on next Sabbath; one at
The Albuquerque Herald supported Hinkle for Governor. lilroTheti Congregational
to
the
n.nnpratB in everv WAV in the ing the use of the public range
11
M., and another at 7:30 P. M.
Since the election, and recently during the Legislative session, effort being made to put on the play fullest possible degress. In carrying At A.
each of these services there will
the
Officers
in
all
Forest
considerable
reporting
space
of Booth Tarkington at the Strand forward this policy
the Herald has given up
music. As choir rehersal
be
tha Tinitarf state have been con is special evening it is too late in
that the Hinkle recom- rneatre on Monaay nigni.
Thursday
proceedings of the Legislature, shownig
Naof
There will be a meeting of the full ducting an exhaustive appraisal
the week to get announcements as to
mendations are not being carried out.
Church after the Morning Worshin tional Forst ranges during the last what special music will be furnished.
a
paper
Journal,
the
comes
Now
Albuquerque
two years.
.
But you are taking no chance on comSunday morning.
and issues an next
ine purpose oi wis appmuai w ing out to hear tne music. At each
in Keeping witn tne poncy 01 tne
up most of its editorial space "at saying nothing,"
commercial
Church School to get the best at all determine the reasonable
'
of these services the pastor will
"S. 0. S.", as per the following:
,
times for its children, the Primary value of the various grazing units preach. The theme for the morning
"OUR LEGISLATURE"
outside
Deoartment has installed three fine onmnarMi with similiar lands
service will be, "The World's Great"Nothing is so patent as that our ship of state
new sand tables. Children not going of the National Forests. In reaching est Prisoner Released," and in the
that
The
only thing
these values, quality and accessibility evening. "Who Created Evil 7". These
is sorely in need of a helmsman.
elsewhere are invited to enroll.
Mrs. Stark gave a piano solo at tne of each range are carefully considered. are topics of timely importance. Last
can save it from drifting on the rocks is for the capIvTolflnlAV Pnnnfv Tpuehprn Aaaocia- - The handicaps in the use of Forest
direct it to
Sunday evening the pastor spoke on
tain, our Governor, to takeAtcommand itand
tion Meeting a week ago Saturday. range due to restrictions imposed by a topic that is fretting the mind of
no- is
'.
getting
destination.
present
i
other uses
to a port of
Wie are' very sorry to report tne the government through
today very much, that is, "Will God
';
'
'V
where."
serious injury to the eye of Master made of the forests also enter into Doom the Wicked to Hades?" Many
.; " '
the determination of values.
Stokes.
in our time consider this a very live
Stark ha received a fine let
During the time that the National topic. Maybe it has a direct bearing
Savings deposits in the Rev
REMARKABLE SHOWING
ter from Miss Anna N. Lewis who will Forest have been under the supervithe future of a host of us. To
United States increased by about $1,600,000,000 in 1922, as be remembered as the pastor s assis- sion of the Department of Argicul-tur- upon
this is quite necessary in
settle
tabulated by the tant last summer.
since 1905, only nominal flat rate finding out the future
home. Be this
compared with 1921, according to figures
Mrs. Boise and daughter were tak- nh.nmi Vip.v been' made for Definite as it may, many were out to near
Savings Bank division of the American Bankers Association.
de- en to St. Mary's hospital the first of to graze livestock. It has always been about it. We had good music and will
This is a most remarkable showing. Emerging from the
-'- .
the week.
realized, however, tnat, except ior
have this coming Sunday night. The
and
most
war,
disastrous
structive influences of the world's
Miss Olive Hill who taught the pioneer period, any flat rate charge church was warm and is always so.
of
and
Some
is
unfair.
of
readjustment
reconstructive
all
kinds
now
the
is
for
period
range
rnm. anrl Jnf llfl mknAv till HIlPaHon
Mentmore
last
while going thru
school at
rear
has livinir in Albuaueraue and Dublishing ranges are worth a great deal more together, "Who Created Evil?" How
all commercial interests, yet more than a billion dollars
must
monthly religious paper entitled. than others and grazing feeswn in- came it here 7 Who is rsponsiDie ior
been saved up, and mostly by working people. This announce- a"The
to ut
be
cnangea
eventually
unnstian."
Coming
aampie
Government
it being here? Did God create evil 7
the
Federal
worth.
ment following closely on the heels of
copies have been sent to Rev. Stark dividual ranges are actually
Tk vnntif TkAAnla nf tha Mftthodlat
a
not
have
would
in
the
adminstration
toward
National
our
COOT
anH
permanency
to
have a
anvone desiring
Working
annoncing that
the two clases of the Sunday
church,
1919
stockmen
of
in
the
livestock
makes
industry,
may secure one by calling at "the
deficit at the close of its present fiscal year
school, Philathea and Baraca, were
were
Forest
National
ranges
using
i
situation in the Good Old United States of Amenca something Manse.
guests, Wednesday evening, to a most
Sunt nv T: White ha been unend given live year permits witn tne
in
of
we
of.
Billy
Thus
see,
to
spite
would
be
enjoyable occasion in the beautiful
ehanire
fees
no
in
inproud
really big enough
hnma n4 Mo anH Ifra. John SimTiion.
ing a few days in Santa Fe in the Mr.
of
administration
th
life
of
perthe
the
take
laorialation.
Republican
tpvpara nt pHnoatinnal
place during
Bryan and MacAdoole, that
decorated and
mits. These permits expire with the The home waa tastily oe
Warren G. Harding will fully demonstrate to the American White is President this year of the close
tne leaa.
to
seemed
hearts
been
has
and
it
1923
of
expected
to finance a N. M. E. a.
by heart as is
people that it takes a Republican administration
new adjustments would be ef Fortunes were told
the
that
case.
took
Partners were
often the
Nation out of the jiole. as ours was when Mr. Harding
fective witn tne issuance oi tne new most
A REAL OPPORTUNITY
hearts
chosen
together
by
fitting
1924.
.
v
in
"i."'.five year permits
y''..
charge.'
Deflated livestock markets through- which is most frequently the case.
One of the foremost manufacturers
chosen
were
by hearts for
tnrao'A hattariea haa out the nation following the wsr, to- Partners
aiifnmnhilp
GOVERNOR HINKLE :From Santa Fe comes the news
rates and the refreshments as makes it a lot
with
freight
Tiigh
exclusive
an
establish
to
gether
an
we
opening
and
the eats have an added flavor.
that Governor Hinkle is Governor. That sounds good when
avenev for Gallun. New uun rimiith in inrflt of tha western better,
The
guests were present,
following
he
he
For
District
to
means
the
what
says,
just
believe that Governor Hinkle
Mexico, and vicinity. The battery is states according
moucea tne government to Mrs. Ethel Evans, teacher of the teanave
ester
a
be
and
would
advertised
Hinkle
Jim
well
mighty
said
nationally
have
known,
we
before,
As
and Mrs. L. R. Goehring,
says it.
is standard equipped on many popular postpone any readjustments of per- cher of the Baracas, Rogers, ZimmerRepublican ticket. His cars.
to the season of
or
good Republican if he would vote the
mits
prior
a
charges
is
by
company
guaranteed
It
Rosco Rogers, Royal
record as a legislator won for him a safe and conservative man. with a long estaoiisnea reputation. 1925. This action was proposed by man, Hendrix,
And has Smith, Tit.- Bennett, Vaughn, Haven,
The fact of that record is what gave him the nomination as the Wo nrill tvuuwiratA and extend, the aid Chief Forester W. B. Greeley Wallace
Glenn Emmons, Hendrix,
sales organization. Your been aproved by Secretary
Democratic nominee, resulting in his election. While we do of a powerful
Diggs, Nora Lassiter, Maude Feaster,
of
of
the
will
and
no
Argicultui.
involves
Department
in
obligation
the
inquiry
not agree with him in many of his recommendations, yet
Myrtle Taylor, - Faye Burke, Burkett,
de
For
beVonsidered
confidential.
Authur.
THIS PIANO IS A BARGAIN
M.
main we see that he intends to give good and economical governN.
Box
O.
387,
P.
Gallup,
tails
alAfter a most enjoyable seasons at
n

4
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seventy-liv- e
ooys were
Thn finest bov's eicture Was
given, "The Knights of the square
address for boys was given oy air.
Sam woods. Mr. wooas aacsress is
At the
nrtnfjui slsnwhern in full.
iiia uMmu Mr. Wondii of
aIaoa

boys,

,
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Miss Clara Wheeler, training school
teacher in the N. A. L. A. gave an illustrated address before the teachers
Association in Gallup, Saturday the
3rd. Perhaps no one who has appeared before the - Association since its
attjncipiency has claimed such close
ention as was accorded Miss Wheeler. She is a woman of vision and has
the happy faculty of, making the divine spark flare up in her hearers and
ner owji inspiration
communicating
and energy in her audience..
'
RESOLUTIONS
RESOLVED That the
County Association deeply appreciates the help and
of H. W. Brose, the originator and
founder of this present organization.
BE IT RESOLVED That in token
of the great debt this association
owes to the personal regard which
each and every teacher feel for him.
that wa rha nnHaraiirnpfl rarommAnd
Mr. Brose-- at be made an honorary
that
i:- u
...m!..:..
lllc uictuuer ua. una B90vwAa)t.uii
BE

IT

Signed:
LILLIAN M. WILSON,
LOIS RANDOLPH,
Committee.

-

e,
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LIFE TIME MEMBER

WANTED
Agent to handle
Street's Oils and Grease, good commission. C. E. Smith Sales Co.,
Denver, Colo.

wnn vTSHirn

pnnMS.iri A.

sirable rooms to rent to men or to
women who work. Close in and good
home board can be obtained in same
hiodc. ' Gnonira "ti. V". Hnmr N.
First and Maloney.
.

Girl or woman to do
work.
Apply "N.
F." at Herald Office
WANTED:

LOST: Eastman Camera. $5.00 reward. Return to Harvey House
i

;

UH-fhiitln- r

NOTICR FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., February 3, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
N. Shirley, of Bluewater, N. M., who,
on Feb. 17th, 1922 .made Stock Raising Homestead Entry No. 043567, for
Misses-Olivall of Section 8. Township 14 N.,
Range 9 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa
filed notice of intention to make 8
.
yean proof, with 2 yrs. Military Service, to establish claim to the land
deliabove described, before U. S. CommisWe have on hand near Gallup, 'one gamea and having been served
aet out sioner, At Gallup, McKlnley Co.. N.
of our best makes of pianos, only cious refreshments,weethe guests
bit before mid M., on the 12th day of Uarch, 1923.
for home Just a
slightly used. This instrument waa
V'.:
.;..-'..,'.r
ClaimAnt names as witnesses:
traded back to is on one of oat player-pian- night
o
W. R. Gan, of GaUup, N. M..A. J.
in such a way that we can ofword
that
reoeiwd
has
N.
L
Cary
duClint Jolly and Ioyd Carter,
fer it at a price which cannot be
his mother Is very U. Eer,hom it oi'.air,
Lluewater, N. IS.
plicated. Cash, or terms to
Tenn.
in
Naahville,
.Interparty. Answer At Once Ifirnt-meA. U. BS2GSRE, Rerister.
nt
ested, as we must place
U514
!
:f
ti&ink
,
Ead'o
of
nones,
When
you
1
Tivet to
At once or rec'p t
Tib. 1 n.
'"""
Pint
we i
think e--f Yarsm'a. we
J
save storage cvtr--.
Last
S- -l
Pu. Lr. Id, U.
any nue.
bell Ktisic Co.",lei.rr, Cv.,
as

.

;

ment, and this is what the Republican party has ever and
ways advocated. When Governor Hinkle says that he is against
head, we, are
anything that will make of the Governor a figure
to
he
is
government
by
opposed
with him. When he says that
Cheapening the office of a
commission, we are with him. Via
IriiA it f
nfiioo nf nnr rhlAT AXACU- iu.1.1. r
IS
Of
a
tne
very
way vj oniiK iwmK. w T
tive that
UCltyDoy
functioning-- power,
.riminittrvs and ffovernmental
v"1
,l anaj
junii..
j ..- nave
Let our Governor
autnoniy
to exercise autnoniy ana iKpgwwuiv
ii ett'ra&3 will our State's dignity hi atlstilaad.

Adv.
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Wha vnn think nf Radio Phones.
think of Yersln's. We will sell you

,

r.t..
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The Willou redid e. Plating
of a new firm that
is
Kn'rWl theta niJ
?i?.,B5
suver ptaana--, wiva w.
iwui
Banner
the
cated setween
Una stor?
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ACAI.TA

for next weei;
MS. F. 6. STUKP, Organist
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SUNDAY

'V-

Repeating
8

SUNDAY--

''

-

PROGRAM

Vl.ihavs
b stsa

A weddlni of srscfal lntr; :t
newspaperdom oeevmd last bundey
at Santa Fe. Orln ,tapi, mechanical
superintendent of the New Mexico
State Record, and a ton of Kr. and
Mrs. , Frank Etaplin, of
Cfital
City, was married to Kiss Lilla lion-tana- ,,
an attractive member of the
circles of
highest Spanish-America-n
that city. The fratetrnlty extend their
most sincere congratulations to the
.
newly married couple.

te

Win. DeMllle Production
.
"THE WORLDS APPLAUSE."
''
Mermaide Comedy,
"CASEY JONES, Jr. ,l
THE LEATHER PUSHERS.

MONDAY

rz K.'ZZZIV.Z

TUESDAY

.

"
Reasonable prices on
o

-:'--

all lines of
merchandise and full stocks to select
from, at Danoff Bros. Adv
Phil Nagiler of Thoreau, prominent cattle raiser and ranchman, is
away on a visit to Austin, Texas. He
will be gone about thirty days.

Will Rogers in
THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN
Century Comedy,
"A SMALL TOWN DERBY."

W. 0. Turner of Mentmore has gone
to Turn Water, Wash., on a business
trip. Mr. Turner will be gone about

WEDNESDAY

Shnaa nf avamr ikartrinfclnn anil fnr
every member of the family at Dan- -

Repeating
THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN.
.

six weeks.

on uros. aov.

Featuring
KATHERINE McDONALD.
Snub Pollard Comedy,
"WET WEATHER."

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Repeating
-WHEN KNIGHTHOOD
IN FLOWER."

The next monthly membership dinMcKinley County Chamber
of Commerce will be held in the Ban- Room of the White Cafe Wednes-aFebruary 14th at 7:00 P. M.
The principal speaker of the even-ni- g
will be Mr. Chas. Winder, head of
the Southwest General Electric Com- nanv at El Paso. Mr. Winder will talk
on civic improvement through the
erection and construction of proper
types of homes and business build
trigs. He is an orator of ability, and
is an authority on this subject. Mr.
Winder originated and desirned the
''Electric Home Beautiful" in El Paso
This model home, recently completed,
has brought forth much favorable com
ment over the Southwest.
The Entertainment Committee has
arranged an excellent program that
will m itself be worthy of every mem
ber's attendance.
Tickets to the dinner will be 11.00
a plate. Citizens of the community
desiring to attend, other than mem
nn
.kv..M UWH thai.
knn
WCIB. DUWIUU
bllCtk icon IMWIU
at Chamber of Commerce office not
latter than Tuesday evening, February
y,

.

WAS

Coming Soon:
Thomas H. Ince Production,
"THE HOTTENTOT."
Jackie Coog an in
"OLIVER TWIST."

a.t.

13th,

'

"

o

t--

KNIGHT-CAMPBELL-

'S

1923

1

After Every Meal

Top off each meal

a bit of
with
sweet In the

form

of

WHIG-LEY'S- .

:

Ham

(Herald Correspondence)
wiu open the Banta re utsn twre,
sra Merrill is working eight miles
with a general line of merchandise.
Ti atora will ba located on north from Ramah at the ranch of the Raman
store.
tide of the puerco. 1..-v.. - uiM 1a. Thetrading
tr-- 9 iZ
airplane which flew over Ramah
cated in Gallop, coiumg from Santa January 27th proved to be Lieut
Fm Clyde
T7a was fiwaanrAf. at fla.nt
Panghor, who was to have workcounty for two terms, and before his ed with the Erex plane in the change
election to tnat oixice, servea as de- and other stunts, in the Air Circus at
puty treasurer for some years. Gallup Albuquerque. It was reported that he
tvalonmo Mr. Mnntova. and wishes for had difficulty before reachig Arisona
him the very best of succest.
and did not leave St. John until Saturday, morning.
"The Leather Pushers" on again at
Edgar Calkins and Rudy Mowrer
went
this
Theatre
Rex
the
Sunday night.
up in the "tall timber" SaturYou will want to see the first round. day to get spruce polls for their aerials. They were very successful in
We regret to Uarn that the whole finding polls about thirty feet high
family of D. W. Boise hss been down and expect to receive their radio outwith the grippe, Mrs. Boise and one fit in a short time.
Hank Clawson drove his daughter,
of the daughters, Miss Helen, have
been in- St Mary hospital, while Mr. Mrs. Chapman and her family to
Boise and the other children are con- their new home at Gibson, Friday
fined to their beds at home. A nurse night. Tom Smith, of Holbrook, Ariand the neighbors have been looking sona came to Ramah Friday night, on
the hunt for some lost horses and
after them.
mules. Mr. Smith spent five years in
He is the
When you think of Radio Phones, movie live at Hollywood.
think of Yersin's. We will sell you guest of Jim Jackson, who was a cowboy pal of Mr. Smith's.
any make.
BucTc Moore and the son of
Tom Palmer, of Tinaja were
MEMORIAL PRESENTATION
Ramah visitors Friday night, attendThe 1922 class of Gallup High ing the dance given by Dick Claw-soschool entertained last night at High
Word has been received from Gal
school auditorium with a program and
lup that Mrs. Fallon was unable to
The
promemorial presentation.
her operation, on account or
grams were issued from the job de- undergo been
ill with influenza.
partment of The Gallup Herald, print- having
A surprise party was given by a
ed on "Queen Anne" deckelea linen,
double fold, tissue insert and tied number of Ramah girls last Thursof Bessie'
with white and red silk. The pro- day night, at the home Lucille
Aul.
Hatley, and in honor of
gram was as follows:
The party was to celebrate the birthPROGRAM
of Miss AuL
.
Selection .
. Orchestra dayMrs.
Joy Davis, is going to stay in
Invocation .
- Rev. J. W. Hendrix town
and take care of her mother,
Mrs. L A. Stark
Piano Solo
Prof. Roy. L. White Mrs. Merrill, until she is fully recovIntroductory
from her recent illness.
Address '
.... J, W. Chapman eredHomer
Powers, of Gallup was a RaMyrtle Taylor
"Song on India"
Leona Raillard mah visitor this week for the purPresentation
Glee Club pose of holding the election of offi
"Perfect Day"
Selection
Orchestra cers of the Federal Farm Land Bank.
Benediction
.. Rev. L. A. Stark The only place to get a real 50 cents
CLASS
meal is at The White Cafe. Adv.
ISABEL BROWN
RAYMOND BRODIE
J. T. Jacobson, superintendent, and
JOE CASTILLO
F. O. Redd, assistant superintendent
JOSEPHINE CHACON
of the Coast Lines Harvey House sysJOHN GRENKO
tem, with headquarters in Los AngeBRUCE McDONALD
les, were in Gallup this week on
LEONA RAILLARD
official, business.
GEORGIA REED
LOIS SCOOPMIRE
When you think of Radio Phones,
think of Yersin's. We will sell you
The Radio Department of the C. N.
make.
Cotton Company has another interest- any
isin
advertisement
this week's
ing
W. D. Hitchcock, master mechanic
sue. Radio interest is growing and of the
division, with
C. N. Cotton
is
Company
keeping up headquarters at Wjnslow, was in
with the interest.
Gallup during the week.
businaas and

GREAT '
VICTROLA OFFER

Write at once for our 1923 Victrola
offer. . We will ship, prepaid, your
choice of all the newest Victrola mod
els with a dozen latest records for
only small payment down, and - balance in easy monthly installments.
The Victrola is the world's greatest
musical instrument, and Should Be
in Every Home. Beautifully ill us
trated catalog mailed with full de
tails of our liberal selling plan on re
ceipt of your name and address. No
letter necessary use post card and
simply say "Send Your 1923 Victrola
Offer." Please sign your name and
ll
address
plainly.
Knight-Campbe-

Music Co., Denver,

Colo.

and
Pleasure
benefit combined.

'..?

TO OUR ADVERTISERS
The Herald's advertising patronage
is growing every week, and it is only
a short time when we will nave to en
large and print more pages. We desire to call the attention of the ad
vertiser to the fact that the earlier
in the week they hand in - the copy
for their ads, the better seriveo we
can give them. It takes time to set
these ads, and a last minuet advertise
ment can not be given the time and
attention that an earlier ad receives.
Bear-- in mind that the earlier we re
ceive yout copy the better service we
can give, and the more attractive will
be ydur display. ,

so-call- ed

-

so-call- ed

er

n.

'

CASH AND SERVICE

..........

Call

sugar ,A

50 lb. Flour
55 lb. Colorado Potatoes
-8 lb. Snowdrift
,.r.
M. G. Butter

C.'N. COTTON
COMPANY
RADIO DEPARTMENT

.

w. NOTE

ON

C

AGAIN

Cheese, per lb.
1

Oranges,
Apples, per lb.

L-

-,

WILL DELIVER ANY OZZZR C7

D.

;38

4.00

-

.44
.15
--

18

.33

1

-

t

-

.

.23
.07
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S

i
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FIRE DAMAGES THE
T.naf

next morning and workmen rushed

-

GALLUP CLINIC BLDG. the repair work on all the offices, so
that the doctors could take care of
Vririnv Avoninfr iust after The patients with the least possible incon-

Herald had gone to press, fire
Gallup
t.
i. i
i.ii..- - vimiv t...M.
uwu
wa uauup
DrOKe uub in i.u.
ing and did considerable damage to
to
Rome of the office
the rnnf and
rooms, Dr. Cantrell's office receiving
the greatest damage. Dr. Willson's of- -

rui

Dr. Ellison resumed work
all were
in shape to take care of patients. The
building1 is the Allison property. The)
cause of the fire is not known. The
.ua. roof has been replaced with iron roof-in-

was aiiKUbi ukuiukou, tov
tf Tr riarlr. Dr. F.llisnn'a office
was completely disfurnished by the

IICQ

venience.

Monday, and by .Wednesday

g.'

,

'

O

A. C. MacCullough
removal ox fixtures anu me smssn-in- g
of the front window. Dr. Elli- querque Thursday.
son's office furniture was replaced

MANHATTAN

Vfa, LEATHER PUSHERSV
Sitff he REGINALD DEHNV
strain at. the
Theatre this Sunday night.
Commencing

Rex

Mar.
garet Mary Griffin, has been quite
ill for some days, suffering with the
grip.
A vo

Vrlwaiv) TTiirrVl fTlAH. noA

Homi RnlMi nt th Kahn ' Stares
spent most of the week in Albuquerque with the head stores of the Kahn
company.

Tallin Danoff of the Danoff Bros.
store, has been laid up most of the
week with the grip.

If

. .tjv'S

hi

Jight
Jeach

vour nronertv Is worth having it
worth being protected by aa insur-anpolicy wrfen by tUa arcy.
"Do it now." l&one, eaU or write.
Chas. W .Davis Innraaee Acmcy,
293 W. Coal Ave.. IIkw tO-A- dv.
frewi
Sarin line of shoes, full and com
14. -- 1
4Hbur
face of the Lake. Wrutg December plete stock, for every matcher of the
tfiil rersons visited CawaU Nation- - family, at Danoff Eros-A- dv.

La

Radak and

was in Albu-

C.

RAMAH. N. M.i Feb.
visitors to the rim of the Halemau-man'- s
Laker of Fire, the spectaluar exhibit of the Hawaii National Park.
and probably the greatest single scenic
attraction in the world, have been
treated to a new thrill. Little whirl
winds start down in the pit on the
surface of the liquid lava and climb up
the walls, maintaining a diameter ox
only six inches but reaching a height
of 20 feet These whilrs circle around
the rim and will pull a hat from a
visitor, sail it out over the Lake of
Fire a few moments and then carry
it high in the air and drop it carefully
on the floor of the outer crater, some
times within 200 feet of its owner. As
vet not a single hat has droooed into
the Lake of Fire. The vicious snap- Dintr of the whirls cause tht visitor.
to keep well back from the run, but
now and then a hat gets loose and fur
nishes a thrill tor everyone. At night
the steam cloud hanging over the pit
is brilliantly illuminated during periods of lava flows, and at other times
is lighted momentarily from tha flash
es of tVe fom,f,',l tSr-- H
the

.40
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WASHINGTON,

D. Tusca,

,
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QUEER .TRICKS

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE '

Westing-hous-

st,

g

e,

Loud Speakers; Brandos and Western
Electric Head Sets and in addition,
the entire Radio Corporation Lines.

i-

1.00

fol- -

Magnayox and Western Electric

" Mrs. Yersin.
manager of the Yer-sin Radio Phone Company, was a bit
Thursday night while listening in over her Radio phone. She
caught Fort Worth, Texas, and heard
a concert given by the Ku Klux of
that city. Mrs. Yersin said she couldn't
help but feel a bit "spookey" but consoled the occasion by remembering
that the New Mexico legislature had
Klux law.
just passed an anti-K- u

$1.00

We also distribute the

lowingeceiversj-peFore-

o--

Mrs. Clara E. Madison writes from
Luray, Kans., to renew her subscription to The Gallup Herald, and requests a copy of The Herald almanac.-

.

54

-
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WORLD'S GREATEST SCENIC ATTRACTION PLAYS
HAVOC WITH VISITORS'
HATS.

1.78

.

1Strictly Fresh Eggs
Best Bacon, per lb.
.
E. W. Soap, 5c per bar, 23 bars.-1 -- 1 lb. Hill Coffee
Canned Peas
-- Canned Corn
Canned Tomatoes
Full-crea-

"Two-Five- ,"

Concerts every night.

Mes-dam- es

'

--1- .88

st

'

Only the largest and best com
panies are represented by this agency.
Wednesday night the Methodist assuring you or prompt and satisfac
Sunday school was entertained at the tory settlement In case oi loss. Unas
home of Mr. and Mrs.' J. H. Simp- W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone
son. Games and refreshments were 248. Adv.
enjoyed. Those present were:
NOTICE
Goehring and Evans, Rev. Hendrix and wife, Roscoe Rodgers and
wife, Misses Feather, Ollie Diggs,
Deputy Collector W. E. Nevis will
Faye Burke, Nora Lassater, Myrtle be in Gallup, on March 5 to 9th, for
Hazel
Burkett,
Taylor,
Arthur, Mrs, the purpose of assisting taxpayers in
Zimmeron, Mr. Vaughn, Dr. Bennett, filing
t
returns for the
Mr. Havens, Glenn Emmons and Roy-a- ll
year 1922.
Smith.
n
will you kindly give this notice
in the news column of your
Mrs. Seymour has returned from publicity
Los Angeles;
Her father, C. N. Cot- paper.
Thanking you in advance for this
ton, will remain' in Los Angeles unwe are
der fchA para ivf nnapialiaa Mf fVf- - courtesy,
Yours very truly,
ton is reported as improving ' very
B. C. Hernandez, Collector.
nicety.v
. J. W. Hernandez,
Chief Field
R. H. Haggard was a business visi- Note: Will be located Deputy.
at the Court
tor in Albuquerque last Saturday.
House. '

OPENS FOR BUSINESS

ib.

!'

and ask for Mr.- Seymour, and arrange for a demonstra-- .
'
tion.
v.'' V,:'''.'',:.

SUNDAY SCHOOL PARTY

OF FIRE PLAYS

MONDAY WITH BARGAINS

;

importance. Unpleasant interruptions, so common in cheaper and inferior sets, are unknown with a GREBE."

w

HAWAII'S LAKE

STORE

X

''

'':"'.!..

m

A GREBE CR9 has all of these fea
turee. The last feature is of the great-e-

.

Gallup-Winslo-

:;-

.

,

1. --Natioh Wide Receiving Range;
2. --Reception in all Wave Lengths;
3. --Reception without Distortion.

ed
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Static is due
A great desil of
to machine faults, either in the Receiver, or Tubes. A GREDE CR-- 9 Receiver elimates this
Static, The
basic principles on which GflEDE Re- ceivers are built are sound. It is the
Finest Receiving Set made. To be
worthy of this distinction a set must
bear three Characteristics:

their-curren-

It satisfies the
sweet tooth and
aids digestion.

ii
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Post-Mast-

ner of the

Cosmopolitan Production
Featuring Marion Defies hi
"WHEN NIGHTHOOD WAS IN
FLOWER."
Picture begins promptly ' at 8
O'clock
Admission Children 25e
Adults 85c
Matinee Saturday, 2:30 P. M.

i4 rimM fl.

eaoated in
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C.OF C. DINEER

THURSDAY
First National Picture
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CAFE

here's the place to feed your face and get your money's worth
meal is right, we treat you white, and serve the best on earth;

gelected pies for hungry guys, the kind that mother made,
rphe best of Veal, and good Oatmeal, Ice Cleam and Lemonade,

.

ssorted Steaks, and Griddle Cakes, and doughnuts fat
cheer, in "EATS" that's clean ani sound.
JJnited here is high-clas- s
and round;

we have a hunch that you will call again.
erve
will, help your nerve and never give you pain.
A"
Bad Cooking or Sloppy Stews are served in HERE, old pard. .'
rhyme will show you where to go eo remember this little card.

Jomp in for lunch;
mea'8

we

Jo

'phis

IF

YOU WANT A STEAK, COME, AND YOU GST

IT

MANHATTAN CAFE
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and
$1,270
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Taxes for each mflebf raUroad operated were $414 in
.xl :
Wew not, the tax bill has mora than; tripled sines 1912. t&
wtuation arising from this enormous t burden J
Many public men are keenly alive to the seriousBorah
Senator
y-Yaddresses.
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B. STOREY, President.
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Chanute Field PUot Killed Whefcr Plane Fulls

-3av

-

1'

October, 1818, on a farm 20 miles
north of Rockport, In Carter township,
Spencer county, Indiana. She was a
woman of superior natural endow
ments, of great amiability and kind
ness of heart, says the Boston Herald.
, During her last years she was an
invalid, and underwent great physical
suffering as the result of the privations and exposures she was compelled to undergo In her pioneer life.
She had a sweet expression of countenance, though her face bore the lines
of suffering. She was far more energetic than her husband, and was quick
witted, with a great, relish for the humorous, and a keen sense of the ludi
crous. On this fnrm Abraham Lincoln lived until he reached bis twenty-firyear, from whence be removed
with his family to Illinois in 1830.
The marble monument that marks the
grave of Nancy Hanks Lincoln was
the gift of Mr. J. H. Studebaker of
South Bend, Ind., and was unveiled
on November 17, 1879, the exercises
being very touching. , J

Whole World Came
to Admire Genius
of

"Abe"

Lincoln

Daring the early years of the struggle between the states English sympa-althy was largely with the South,
though the efforts of Henry Ward
Beecher, George Fiancls Train and
other Americans of - prominence, In
stirring addresses at London, Manchester and other cities eventually
worked miracles In changing the trend
ef public sentiment Several of the
ost influential British newspapers of
that date lampooned Mr. Lincoln,
ssade sport of his personal appearance and otherwise bemeaned themselves In abuse of the "man of the
ages," who In after years was to com- -'
g
ssand the lasting esteem of
people throughout the world.

fire-in-re-ar

-

"
address:'
words
uttered
ever
statesman
"No
stamped at. once with the seal of so
deep a wisdom, and so true a simof
attorney,
plicity. The 'village
whom Sir C. C. Lewis and many other

;

wise men wrote with so much scorn
In 1861, seems destined to be one 'of
those foolish things of the world' who
are destined to confound the world,
'one of those weak things' which shall
confound the things that are mighty."
Never Sought Money.
, ,The editor had apparently pondered
and profited by that remarkable and
beautiful sentiment, "With malice toward pone, and charity for all, with
firmness In the right, let us strive on
to finish the work we are In, to bind
np the nation's wounds, to care for
him who shall have borne the battle,
and for his widow and his orphans, to
do all which may achieve and cherish
oura just sod lasting peace among
selves and with all nations.". '
"Too poor for a bribeand too proud
to importune," he had not the merit
at making a fortuna - The Hon. David
Davis, Mr. Lincoln's most Intimate
friend, once said of him: "It did not
seem to be one of the purposes of his
Ufe to accumulate a fortune. In fact,
outside his profession, be had no
knowledge of the way to make money,
and he never attempted It." let It
was his fortune to acquire what money
cannot bny, a deathless fame, that
made for the greatest good to the
greatest number, a pure spirit,' a great
heart that included all mankind In
Its boundless sympathy, a name that
will outlast the encrpschments of
''' V'.
'
time.
7:'
Lincoln's' love for his mother, who
died when he was nine years old, It
No history of the man
proverbial.
has fatted to note his affection for the
ne front whom he inherited many of

d

Southern Journals Bitter.

Prior and subsequent to Lincoln's
first Inauguration, southern newspapers Indulged In disgraceful references
to both the man and his principles.
Among the worst offenders was the
Whig of' Rlctimond, Ya. On July 15,
1861, just a week before the. Union
repulse at Bull Run, a Chicago journal reproduced the following sanguinary paragraph from the Whig : i
"This war must go on. The South
must fight till tbe North sues for
pence. The North must pay for the"
destruction of public property, aye, for
public and private. property, and as an
evidence of her sincerity the North
must impeach and remove from office,
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correThe following interesting
spondence, one Of President Lincoln's
early, surprises at the White House,
was an Incident of which he was exceedingly proud, and to which he frequently referred when entertaining his
older snd more intimate acquaint'
ances. '.
"New York, March 22, 1861.
"Honored Sir: A niece of John Hancock, I take pleasure in presenting
you with the Inclosed interesting relic,
a share ticket issued by the province
of Massachusetts Bay In 1765, for the
rebuilding of Faneull hall, signed by
John Hancock and Indorsed by Abra
ham Lincoln, written by one of your
ancestors, nearly a century ago. Humbly trusting It may prove a happy
augury of our country's future history,
The cradle of Liberty rebuilt by the
joint efforts of John Hancock and
Abraham Lincoln, I am with high regard, Respectfully your obedient servJ',- - '"" '','TV":;.
ant,.
"MRS. MART HANCOCK COLTER.
"His. Excellency,
"Abraham Lincoln,
"President of , the United
states.".;.-':-
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A terrific windstorm caught an airplane from Chanure Field, 111., as it was attempting to return from Fort Sheridan. It was twisted out of the control of the pilot, Lieut. Russell I. Fox and .broke down two trees as It fell. Fox
was burnsd to death. The Illustration shows the wreckage of tbe plane and, Inserted, a portrait of Lieutenant Fox.

PROCRASTINATION
aning necessity in our transportation BUICK COMPANY
IS VANISHING system. Figures prove it. But it is
,
obvious without them.
v
BEATS ALL RECORDS
Much of the timidity and procrasti
In surveying the market for automo
nation that delayed business and re biles in 19Z3, we find numerous elecovery have Riven, way to couraee ments to justify a confident feeling.
More than twelve hundred cars were
and initiative, both in industry and
As in the case of the railroads, auto- shipped and drivn away from the Pint
forfinance.

This insures continued
ward strides.
.V
Improved crops, stable prices, srood
roads, legislative tendencies, aamcul-tural credits and' most other funda
mental problems have taken on a much
improved aspect. The marked revival
and liberal scone of building operations is a happy symptom.
rne sentiment xor more improved
highways which seems to be in evidence everywhere, is a wholsome fac
tor, not only as it concerns the automobile industry, bat all business.
No longer is it popular to hedge or
hesitate when the essentiality of the
automobile is questioned.
Sound
thinkers of all classes are now convinced that the motor car is a dom- -

..V t

(Q)

mobile transportation is crippled.
Widespread replacement is necessary.
Many have driven thir cars beyond
reasonable or expected milage. ;
The low prices for good cars now
prevailing is hastening many a purchase. Buyers know that raw materials are constantly going up and figure that this must eventually xcause
an upward revision or prices for finished products. They are convinced
that right now is the time to buy.
The agricultural situation is brightening in all sections and, I apprehend,
will continue to brighten. .Fair prices
for crops will greatly assist the long-ailibackbone of the nation the
farmer.

and Detroit plants of the Buick Motor
Company on Friday, December 29th.
This beats the best previous day in
the history of Buick October 28, when
1029 cars left th plant It is but one
more record added to the many that
Buick has hung up this year. Coming
in December, proverbially the dullest month of the year in the auto-mobusiness, it takes' on added
bil

sign-ifican-

.

.

Incidentally it qualifies General
Sales Manager. E. T. Strong, as a real
nronhet. When Mr. Strona? was asked
early last Fall when there would be a
lull in production, he replied: "I think
it will continue to top speed all win-

ter."

M IP A

MY PRICES AND UQUALITY WITH

ANY

GROCERY

STORE

IN GALLUP

AND YOU WILL LET ME SAVE YOU

MONEY DURING 1923, AS I DID IN 1922

:r;i-

v:--

V

3

"

to Mrs. Colyer's letter Mr.
m
f i
r
Lincoln wrote as follows:
"Executive Mansion, April 2, 1861.'
'
"My Dear Madame: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
This view ef the Interior of the, Lin. favor of the 22d of March.
eoln memorial gives some idea ef the
"Permit, me to express my cordial
masslvensss of this white stone menu, thanks for the interesting relic, as well
ment to the great emancipator.
The as for tbe flattering sentiment with
Qsttysburg address Is 6n the far wall, which It was accompanied, 1 am with
In the background.
On the opposite
great' respect, your obedient servant,
LINCOLN. " '
s
v.
j
the characteristics that; eventually wall (impossible to show In the same
Cdyer,
Cary Canceck
sadVaim one of the great figures of picture) la carved the inaugural ad. i
"l
, .
tory. Kr?y Casks TJac?a fcd to drees. ,i , ,
'I
'
'
t
:
t

.

"hi'

the departments.
Relio That Lincoln Valued.

.::'
Replying

.

I

,

st

Among these "molders of public opinion" was ' the London Spectator,
goddenly after a long period of adverse criticism and vituperation, the
editor of the sheet apparently "saw
the light." The greatness of Lincoln
eeuld no longer be Ignored. On April
g, 1865, a week before the awful tragedy at Washington, a Chicago journal
printed the fallowing paragraph from
an editorial In the Spectator, In reference to Mr. Lincoln's second inaugural

II

fire-eati-

.

English-speakin-

"

Abe Lincoln, Indict him and hang him
for treason and other crimes."
scribe Who
, Pollard, tbe
penned this screed, before he died
is reported to have retracted all the
unkind things be had written about
the martyr President, and to have
praised him as a benefactor and savlot
"' ...
of his country
Lincoln's Northern Enemlss.
In 1863 when Northern sympathizers
were rendering aid and comfort to the
"Bonnie Blue Flag," the following editorial appeared in the- - Union and Advertiser, a copperhead sheet published
at Rochester, N. Y. It is given; here
for a two-otpuropse: To illustrate
what these
gentry were doing to destroy the country, and because It reads like the course Mr, Linhad
coln would probably have pursued
'
such circumstances arisen.
"We have it on good authority that,
last evening the President summoned
his cabinet together, Including General
Halleck, and without much ado, without the' preface of an apology, said:
"'Gentlemen, in the management
and conduct of this war from hence
forth I shall be head of the Cjncern.
I have taken: off my overcoat, and
thrown away my mittens, and shalT do
something. I believe I am as capable
of dictating to you as you are to me,
and hereafter I shall direct and order
matters myself. A change has become
necessary, and now Is the time to inaugurate it.and I will not be dictated
to and will not be. Interfered with.'"
Mr. Lincoln's attention being called
to the item, he laughed heartily and
remarked that It might be a devilish
good idea to Issue the editor's dream
as a special bulletin to be posted In all
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J. R. GAINES

11

DENTIST
Over Wurm's Jewelry Stora
i II..
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m.
uauup,
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F. W. WURM
Eyes Examined and Glasses Fitted
-by Specialist
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

EDJUUND R. FRENCH
'
Lawyer
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unit
States, Supreme Court of New
,

Mexico.

,

Offiee:

,

Attorners-At-La'

')

'y--

;

.
26, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Abran
Garcia, of Atargue, N. M., who, on
March 3, 1921, made Homestead Entry, No. 034244, for WttNWU; SE
SH, Section 22,
Township 6 N., Range 18 W., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in.

& CHAPMAN,

MARTIN
'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION r
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., January

Coal Avenue.

SOS

NW: SWNE;

w

OFFICES: :.;

Gallup, New Mexico.

;

DR. E. PARK SELLARD
Registered Optometrist
Latest Equipment for Properly Test
tag Eyes
,
POSTOFFICE BUILDINQ

y

'

ELLISON
DENTIST

DR. M. M.
'

j

Unki, trough, pump. corral, houe. (had,
nd feneim, vahw M8.000.40.
thaa
No bid wUl ba aeeapta
for 1
THREE DOLLARS (IS.M) ptr mm, and the
ucceuful bidder will ba required la par for
the improvement that axUt on th land.
Except for land talaetad for tha Santa F
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fond, tha
aueeauful biddar will ba rewired to par at
the tima of aala ana twentieth of tha amount
bid, and for landa eclactad for tha Santa Fa
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fand tha
aecenful bidder' will ba required to par ana
tenth of tb amount bid and lntaraat at foar
per cent in advance on tha unpaid balance,
Tha lucceuful bidder will ba required to par
for adrertiiing and other aoatt incidental to
thii aala.
A copy of the form of contract will ba tor
niahed on application.
All mineral right In the above deaerlbad
landa are reeenred by tha State.
Tha Commlae loner of Publie Land reserve
tha right to reject any or all bid offered
at tola aala.
N. A. FIELD.
Commlaatoner ef Public Lands,
(4100)
1022.
Pint Pub. Dee.
'
Laat Pub. Feb. if. 192S. ;

;

:

(1495)
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923
Last Pub. Mar. 3, 1923.

.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., Janu
ary 26, 1923.
Notice is hereby sriven that Fran
cis A. Lewis, of Ramah, N. M., who,
on December 27, 1920, made Addl.
Homestead Entry, No. .031338, for

GaUup Clinic Building

--

:

New Mexico

Gallup

tention to make three-yea- r
proof, to
establish claim to the land above des
cribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Ramah, McKinley Co., N. M., on the
13th day of March, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Barela and Jose Iano, Dario
Chavez and Donaciano Marez of Atar
gue, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.

SE: SESW: W
NWNW;
Section 10, Township 9 North,
SWhi,
Range
-

THE

SIIEWEE HOTEL
(ZUNI)

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULLIVAN, Mgr.

ar

(1494)
Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
Last Pub. Mar. 8, 1923. i

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

;

IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO

,;

w

'

First

RUIZ & OVERSON
Attorneya-At-La-

M. Y. Meridian, Has

.

AND

t

JN.

notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to
the land above descnoea, Deiore u
S. Commissioner, at Ramah, McKin
ley Co., N. M., on the 13th day of
.
March, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
G. H. Mangum, Nellie Mangum, K.
H. Bloomfield and O. F. Lewis, all
'
of Ramah, N.
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
filed-

three-ye-

:

16 W.,

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

In the matter of the
Estate of John B.McKinley,

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the undersigned has been appointed
administratrix of the estate of John
B. McKinley, deceased; and that all

No. 234'

.' .h:"

NOTICE

Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street
, Phone No. 288.
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A. M
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
DENTIST
Office: Wurm Building
"
New Mexico
Gallup
.

i'.';-..-

'

Deceased.

persons having claims against said
estate and said decedent will present
them within, the time and manner pre'
scribed by law.
MARY AGNES McKINLEY
'
Administratrix
(1500) i
First Pub. Feb. 8, 1923.
"
Last Pub. Feb. 27, 1923.
IN THE PROBATE COURT WITHIN
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
MftKINLEY
AND STATE
OF NEW MEXICO
. '
'
In the matter of the
.;
Estate of Lube Kauzlaric,
'
):
.j
deceased.,
.

.
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new Argentine and Australian wheat will depend in the next few months
that AllCa
-.... ninal
on the world's markets is beginning maiu
IIIVIV LwmIv fkttn
WDa nMn
fV" www
be felt, Fairly liberal clearances look for the next Cotton crop, which
to
REVIEW
PACIFIC STATES
out
not, omy, do aaeqiuna
are expected from both countries, but crop must
,
.,
i
it remains to be seen whether they more wan aaequaie to ioring aoout
i
BY E. F. HUTTON & CO.
,
can ship as much grain aa Europe nrlra avail materially lower than
actually, requires,, as it is possible those now obtaining.
.PREPARED FOR
that the invisible reserve in Europe The uncertainies of the next crop
THE GALLUP HERALD
is being materially reduced on account are first and foremost the boll weevil
of financial conditions and the appremild winter, which
In
:ht cars and 100 passenger hension, over the political outlook question. beenthe
SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL., FEB. 1.
encountered and which
so
has
far
domcoaches.
which tends to hold down foreign if continued the
European political news was the
coming month, will
'
The Chicago, Rock Island and Pa- purchases.
inant factor in the stock market the
from hibermean
a
emergence
greater
will
each
Illinois
cific
Central
and
Figures as to the world supply of nation. The supply of calcium arsepast month and kept what looked like
and
Denver
the
Wheat available at the end' of the nate is short and this is the only
expend f 15,000,00, and
an advancing market in check.
Traders were optimistic, but, with Rio Grande Western $10,000,000 this crop season show an apparent excess known partially satisfactory method
while
the
new
in stocks of about 130,000,000 bushels
equipment,
French Exchange falling more every year for
Ohio intends to spend as compared with the demand, and yet of control.
day to apoint almost equaling the pre- Baltmore and
New
and
both
the
York
The acreage, no doubt, will show
there is no material surplus, so that
vious low record, a bull market was $18,000,000
Central and Pennsylvania systems the present situation affords suffici- a large increase over last year, but
out of the question, v
As far as our domestic hews is at least $50,000,000 each for equip- ent encouragement to believers in both this is not as important as the quest-tio-n
of cultivation on the acres plant
concerned, it was all constructive. ment and improvements.
higher and lower prices to bring about
These expenditures by the Ameri- a wide range of values when the mar- ed. It's more a question of how tha
Money rates were easy and general
business is good with most of our can railways for new equipment and kets out of the rut it is now in, South can increase the yield per acre
industris running at ' full capacity. improvements for the current year while, for the moment, the bears ap- rather than to increase the acreage itPrices of commodities have been slow- should enable them to fulfill their pear to have the best of the argument self, c
CROP PROSPECTS
ly advancing and the demand for fi- duty to the public, besides materially
Meanwhile there is a good demaa!
of scattered for
With the exception
nished goods in all lines is well above increasing their earning capacity, and
Cotton, not only from domes-
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last year. Th Mercantile Trade Journals, that
are issued weekly, confirm the better
trade outlook and everything points
tq, a' prosperous year.
Oil consumption is beginning to cut
into the large stock of oil on hand and
prices in the continent field are being
advanced from time to time.
The situation, as a whole, is one of
optimism, barring the European poliand
change
tical, outlook,
from abroad would be the signal for a
bull
broad
market, usually, gets
big,
into motion at this season of the year.
' '
' RAILROAD STOCKS
The railroad situation in every way,
day by day, has grown better and
better the past month, with car loadings of revenue freight showing a
large increase over the corresponding
period last year, and establishing new
records for this season of the year,
which means that gross, revenues will
be at a maximum.
Every day that passes makes it less
likely that an extra session of Congress will be called, and consequently,
that the radical members who favor
legislation will not have
a chance to accomplish anything in
that direction until next December
when the passage of measures unfair
to the carriers win be more easily
prevented than at the present time as
the railroads meanwhile will be able
to bring their equipment up to a more
efficient point and thus give the public better service than heretofore.
The railroad, budgets for 1923 that
have thus far announced, indicate re,
cord expenditures for new equipment
and improvements for the current
year, and clearly show that ralroad
officials realize the - necessity for
greatly improving their present facilities for handling the traffic tributary to their lines in a satisfactory
manner, furthermore that they are
determined to- provide such facilities
to the full extent of their ability without being compiled to do so by legislative act. Notable examples are the
Transcontinental lines, each of which
proposes to expend from 115,000,000
to $20,000,000 for additional freight
cars and locomotives to be delivered
'
during 1923.
The Chicago and Northwestern Railroad has recently announced an appropriation of $7,000,000 for the purchase of 3,000 additional freight cars,
which makes a total expenditure of
$22,000,00 by that company for new
equipment in the last thirteen months,
as the company had bought previous
to this order, 100 locomotives, 5150

any

anti-railro-

in view of the excellent prospect for
a large increase in both fright and
passenger traffic, railroad stocks, especially the seasoned dividend payers,
look very attractive at present prices
as an investment.
MOTORS AND TIRES
The manufacture Of automobiles and
parts has proceeded at decidedly increased rate the past month, in anticipation of a demand for automobiles
during 1923 that will be greater than
during any other year in the history
of the motor car nidustry.
Low priced motor shares continued
to feature the motor group while tire
shares received much attention. Nash
Motors stock had a spectacular jump
of, 12 points. Packard Motors were
conspicously active and strong and
Hudson Motors attracted a good deal
of genuine
buying,
thus reflecting the optimism of thwe
an
who expect
increase in the dividend
rate. General Motors made such a
remarkabl showing last year that a
substantial increase in profits this
year is looked for by the officials of
that Company, and "it appears likely
that the common stock will be returned to a regular dividend basis before
next fall.
Great interest was attached to the
wide fluctuations in Durant Motors of
Delaware in which the transactions
last month were on a large scale,
severe losses being sustained when the
price fell from 81 to 63. There was
a reverse movement, however, late in
the month, which carried the price up
to 74.- Tife stocks were led by Goodyear
Tire Preferred, which rose 4Va points,
followed by the prior preference stock
of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
which made a further gain of 2

points.;
, GRAIN TRADE REVIEW
Heavy liquidation and profit taking
at the end of the year placed the grain
market in healty condition, and the
grain started the new year with a
better feeling as the visible supply of
all grains was smaller than at the
beginning of last year and leading
exporters were confident of a large
enough foreign demand to absorb our
surplus, but the expected increase in
export shipments has not developed
and grain values dropped, with wheat
in the lead, to the lowest since early
in December. There was some export

business put through, principally via
the Gulf, but the erratic action of foreign exenance, combined with the political crisis in Europe, tended to restrict business, and the pressure of

rains in parts of Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and Nebraska, there has been
no relief in the dry sections of the
Winter Wheat belt in the Southwest
and Oklahoma are much in need of
moisture and conditions are not promising in those districts while the' prospects are generally favorable in Eastern Kansas and practically all of the
territory east of the Missouri River although there have been some complaints of damage from freezing and
thawing.
Open weather in the eastern portion
of Kasas has hurried preparation of
the ground for the oats crop, and many
farmers in that section have already
started sowing. Continued dry and
hot weather in Argentina, accompanied by an extraordinarily hot wind, has
caused anxiety as to the Corn Crop of
thatcountry, as the temperature there
recently was the highest recorded in
v
fiften years.
Prospects for the new Corn crop
in South Africa are reported as good,
and the prospects in India continue
very favorable, with every indication
of a full yield of Wheat on a larger
acreage than last year. '
Fall and Winter sown grains in
California have made an excellent
growth, ad the present condition is
above the average for this time of
the year, while the abundance of green
grass on the ranges is producing good
effects upon the cattle and sheep, as
the present condition of the ranges is
the best, that has existed for many
i
years.
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Dr. Burdmnll of Vienna, whose of
eruttons for o restoration of youth
have talsed considerable discussion,
tells of his recent operation on the
former kaiser at Doom. This pros
ably explains how BUI had the cour-age to remarry. Dr. Burchardl la nets)
In London where he plans to perform
a number of similar operations.
1
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Your Money's Worth
None of the money you pay for
Lytona is spent for fancy advertising stunts, premiums or costly
selling frills of any kind -- r it all
goes for fine quality in full,
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THE LIBERTY0 CAFE'

HOME FIXTURES

t

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

The reports that the Liberty Cafe
fixtures were shipped in from St.
Louis is a mistake. Practically every
NOTICE FOR POBUCATION,'
piece of furniture and fixtures in the
balk
Liberty was made by Chas. Christ-ma'
HcKINLKY COUNTT
Jr., jn his Gallup cabinet shop.
A representative of The Gallup HerPubUa
nb, ald was called to the Liberty Cafe
Oftle of the Commtaloner of
"Hotlcf! "hereby Siren that pwauant to to inspect the fixtures and Mr. Sher-to
man,, the proprietor, was delighted
of an Act of Corxfreaa,
June 20. 1910, th law ef tha State show us thru and to tell us that his
rule and maw. cafe
fixtures were made by a Gallup
San?"sut..U5d OtfU-j- a.
cabinet maker, Chas. Chnstman, Jr.
late.t. th. .UfertMsj rti 'te-t- i.
This, being a fact, it is worth whil
on Tnainiy, ennw
for anybody to visit the Liberty Cafe
in tha town af .qaM- -y
Naw Manteo, th. tWwins just to see the new fixtures.
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It never fails
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COTTON

Trading in Cotton futures the past
month was on a large scale not only
in the nearby futures but the new crop
futures also came in for their share
of activity.
The market advanced irregularly
until the May option reached the 29
cent mark. At this level, holders were
inclined to accept profits, and there
was also a little more actualy being
offered, which checked the advance
and brought about a fair reaction.
'
The demand was so Urgent, after the
early selling had spent its force, that
prices rebounded quickly and prices
were near their highest at the close of
the month.
Supply nad demand for the next six
months are just about equal and the
the danger, of course, lies in the fact
that they are so well balanced that a
from
sufficiently adequate carry-eve- r
this crop into the next seems unlikely.
Such a situation, inevitably, leads us
to believe that the future course of
the Cotton market depends now and

,

NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the undersigned has been appointed
administrator of the estate of Lube
Kauzlaric, deceased; .and that all persons havin? claims against said es
tate and said decedent will present
them within the time ana manner pre'
-- v:
scribed by law.- Louis Kauzlaric,,1
Administrator.
vv
(1499)
First Pub. Feb. 3, 1923.
Last Pub. Feb. 27, 1923.
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Spot
tic mills, but Liverpool has been sending optimistic reports from both La
and Manchester. The latter
reports a very good demand from
China and India, and it seems that Europe's troubles have been a help to tha)
English textile trade.
The statistical position is getting1
stronger daily and exports are getting;
to a point where they will either have
to be curtailed or we can expect a
famine in Cotton before the new crop
''
is available.
We will get plenty of reactions from
time to time due to the technical con
dition of the market but, as long as
the underlying factors continue so
and
strong, they will be short-live- d
Cotton prices wlil soon be in the
thirties.

1

H. W. BROSE, M. E.
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! Any one with this idea of a
boy never was one, 'and must
have missed all the fun of being
a boy, We don't consider them

KITCHEN

A

L:

seen to think that all a boy

FULLY EQUIPPED, MATIOiiALLY KNOWN
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They will bo your willira slav3 end civo
you the iiidcpchdenco of a Kin-- if you
treat them rbht. - They will carry you

-

Every .toy is a man in the
making, ana a great - many
'
things enter into this job of
seated on a
you treat then
making a good, sober, reliable,
industrious citizen of a boy.
.
. One of the first things a boy
Treating them right means ju5t,thfat;
should learn is to obey : not
Put them where they can work for you.
through, fear or unwillingly;
They will workl in this banK-- at 5 . per
but because he should realize
.
that it is for. his own good. To
cent, interest.
:
make a commander you must
first learn to, obey I How long
would the Boy Scouts hold to
"TEACH TOUR LOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"
gether if every boy Should re
fuse to obey his spout master?
A boy should tell the truth.
a lie is always detected in the
end, and is never profitable, warm on the cold winters night, State penitentiary at San Quen-tiand a reputation for untruth- - gave you a cheery gpod-nigCalif., that belonged to the
fullness follows a boy into man kiss and greeted you witn a Boy Scouts ; and there is nothhood and wrecks his business smile when you woke up in the ing in the prison rules and regu- ;:
career.
morning? When you were lations td keep them out peith- I believe as a rule boys have sick, who held you, nursed you er.
a tendency to truthfullness and and watched over you with un founded old school ? Reading,
sometimes after they grow up, ceasing care and vigilance? Writing and Rithmetic, and all
believe that they never did tell Who is it that saves out the that junk? Gee whiz Diamond
lie. Possibly if we could biggest piece of pie for. you Dick, Jesse James, Buffalo Bill
learn the truth, even George when you forget to come home and all those guys didn't have...
Washington may have told a in time for supper? Who is it no educationk Any. way I don't
few teeny ones when he was a you go to with all you hurts and want to be a preacher, or a
r,
r
kid.
and I don't like doctors
troubles, with your joys and
It reminds me of a story." your sorrows? Who is it that with all thier nasty old pills;
Three boys were strolling along sits up late at night, waiting I want to be a street car con
together found a nice looking for you to come home anxiously ductor or a cowboy. But when
pup. They all wanted him; but wondering if everyting is well you grow up you ' find these
as there was three boys and with her boy? Who but "Mo jobs mean hard work and small
only one dog, they were up ther O'Mine." She is on the job pay. Without an education the
ditch digging and all the dirty
against a real problem. They twenty fours per day.
finally decided that the one
Boys how thoughtless we are hard work falls to your lot. .
telling the biggest story should sometimes. How many heart In this day machinery is takhave the pup. So each boy done aches do we
give ing the place of the unskilled
his best to tell the biggest to mother. unthinkingly
and the man with at
How many un- worker, ti:Mu
a.:
u
l j
whopper. They were all such necessary steps do we cause her l..4big ones that they were unable to take through our careless- is making and running the
'
to decide which was the biggest ness. How
often do. we hear machines.
and while they were arguing when asked
by mother to run Tf ia not olfnorotViAt what vnn
the merits of the' case, along an errand, "Oh
gee whiz maw learn from books in school
came a minister; who noting I'm tired, why don't
you make
the heat of the argument, came Bill do it?" In the end
mother your mind receives; teaching
up to them and said : "Boys, has to take' the. Job . herself. you how to study how to apply '
Boys ! What does all this mean, and after doing a week's wash the knowledge gained, and laywhy are you so angry?" The ing, cooking three meals for a ing the foundation for the
boy holding the pup explained bunch of hungry boys, and then course you will have to take all '
the trouble to him and how wind
by washing all through life;; You cannot stand
up the
they were trying to settle it. the dishes bydayher lonesome, still. You must either go for- - :
The minister looked shocked. while we are out
playing mar- ward or backward. Equipped '''
(You know that look, just like bles with Mike and Jim.
with High School or college
mother gives you, when she
A boy should make a confi- education you have a big handi
catches you in a fib,) and said,
dent of his mother. There is cap over the fellow that has to
"Boys I am ashamed of you,
a
should do, that make his start without it. True
nothing
why I never told a lie in my he will be boy
to tell his some of our great men started
ashamed
life." The boys looked at him
with this
But how
will
and
mother,
you
for a minute, then the boy hold find her advice to be always much fasterhandicap.
far-- '
much
how
and
and
ing the pupot up and said, if followed will save good
ther would they have gone.", if."
a
many
Here mister, the dog s yours."
had been given a good
A boy should play fair. None heart ache and much trouble they
education to start with.
like
mother
I
a
had
and
that,
of you like to play with a boy
tor it. it was Things have changed wonthat will lie or cheat. He is al i thank uod
I received an derfully in the last few centuriher
that
through
ways a disturber in the game.
and a boy that cannot win education; Many timesiswhen es, I might say in the last few
was years. The chance for an eduI became discouraged,
without resorting to
was encour- cation is open to every boy and
I
her
that
through
not
will
a
make good citi
riess
zen. The habits formed as a aged to go on, sometimes over girl in the United States, and
obstacles
seemed too big. you can only blame yourself if
boy will follow him into man- But now asthat
I
back over the you do not grasp the opportunlook
hood, and the man that is fair
'
the happieBt ity.'
'.
were
years
they
v.,.;,'
believes
in fair play
minded,
v i often
of
and
life;
my
days
, In Bible times no one but the
and stands up and fights for it think of
the wisdom of a kind scribes could read and write,
will always reach the top, reand loving mother;
f
and a boy's only recreation was :.
spected by his fellow men. I
Always remember that a to tend the flocks, In the midA boy should respect his par
ents, and look to them for ad boy's best friend is his mother. dle ages, education was 'sadly
Should a boy go to Sunday lacking, a few of the lords and
vice and sympathy. 1 hear you
school?
"Oh, Rats! Go there nobles and the priesthood were '
Bad's
"Oh
shucks!
old
an
say,
all that junk about entrusted, with the wonderful
and
hear
grouch, when I ask him any
the
and
Joner
whale, Daniel in art of. reading and writing, and ;
he
run
says
thing
along don't
bother me, I'm busy," or else the lions' den and so forth, and boys were always to be seen
and not heard.
he will say, (when he can't then have old Miss Smile-a- x
answer you) "don't ask such looking daggers at me cause t Just a few years ago boys
silly questions." I guess . you I can't keep still ? Me sitting were apprenticed or bound out
have one on dad there all right; there when us boys want to go until they were of age, to work ;
but poor old dad. he has for- - swimming, or the coasting hill for their, board and keep.
often about being a boy once is just fine, or j Bill wants me Those that were not; compellimself. Maybe he is having to go hunting, or worse than ed to work in the mines, the
a hard time earning money that maybe, John wants me to factories or on the farm to help
enough to keep you in books go down and play pool." I their parents to eke out a bare
and clothes, so that you can go know several boys that have existence.
to school. Dad has ' lots of beeta ruined by loafing on But the boy has Icome into
things to worry him, and with street corners, and in pool his own, and should make every
his worries he some times for halls; but I have never yet effortad justify the confidence
heard of Sunday school ruining that has been placed in him.
gets that he has a fine
a
In conclusion what I have
boy. But gee whiz none of
boy that wants to chum
with him. It's up to you to my chums go, and I don't care I endeavored to impress upon
bring him out of it, and make don't want to go anyway. But you boys is; To be truthful,
him realize that he is just a big boys did you ever stop to think kind hearted and obedient to
overgrown kid himself, and that there is safety in numbers? love and respect your parents
needs to drop his grouch and just dare your chums to go ana an tnings gooa, xo pui as
get out with the real boys once with you. (No boy who has any much energy in your studies
in awhile for his own good. But pep will not take a dare.) and and your work as you do in
don t forget that when real pretty soon the whole bunch your sports. Join the Boy Scouts
troubles come dad is always will be going regular. And the if you have not done so, and
it is, they will above all things keep out of
ready to take your part and funnyso part of
get
they .will like it. But bad company.
stand by you at all times.
If you will do your best to
And as for mother she is the don't start this : just, -before
r' HA
follow these susarestions ycu
b"zt friend you ever will have. Christmas;'
'
A bojr 'tW'ttteada Caidcy will grow up into a ussful cltJ
z' J9 will lxy downt
life: for
activa in- - eta, ?i cdetta the
rrora .tze school and takes
. necessary.
yiu utime
you can remember; trrcrt b
Liy L:i-- ti h ca
KthytaEve, AsIIcrrj--

throneif
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It b a regular Auction Sale. This genuine Sellers will be
placed in our window. To the woman who makes the highest
bid it will be told without further obligation.

V

Goss to the Highest Bidder

Nothing to Buy--

"

.

-

Strings to the Offer

No

Everybody Invited To Make a Bid!

.

'

your bid on the coupon below.
Seal it in an envelope, and
bring it personally to our
store.
No bids sent by mail will be
considered.
A competent committee
will open all bids and pick the
highest. ;

Come arid see this beautiful cabinet. See the wonder-

ful features and unusual conveniences that have made it
famous through the nation.
Every woman who appreciates comfort, health and
beauty should have this great
modern kitchen helper. Say
what you will pay for it. Make

--

.

'

.

WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED
IN OUR STORE WINDOW ;

un-fai- r-

.

MAKE YOUR BID AND BRING IT IN NOW!

.

Don't miss this chance to get a genuine Sellers at your
own price. Make your bid NOW. Bring it in person.

.
-

?

.

;

FURNITURE

HARDWARE

(Eafcpj, New, Mesne

f

(

f

I

Fill in Ycuir Bid, sal in Envelops
and Bring to Our Store in Percoh
;
"

All bids

f

I BID
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'
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:' GRAND AUCTION SALE
SELLERS' KITCHEN CABINET
for the beautiful Sellers
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FILL' IN THIS ENTRY BLANK arid hand it in to our store
in person. - Bids received by mail will not be considered
must be" received . by SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
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